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Right of Possession: A Comparative Legal Analysis of NAGPRA
Chairperson: Gregory Campbell PhD
Repatriation attempts to reconcile opposing values regarding human skeletal remains.
Repatriation has sometimes been contentious because it raises the question of which aspect of
human remains is more important, cultural or scientific values. Repatriation is also an issue of
power. The Native American Graves Protection and Repatriation Act (NAGPRA) provides a
procedural framework with which to negotiate power relationships between scholars, tribes, and
the U.S. government. Property rights are integral to power, as the holder controls the use of and
access to and interpretation of indigenous skeletal remains. Property rights concerning Native
American human remains are an integral part of indigenous cultural self-representation. Property
rights over human remains are part of the struggle of Native American communities for political
and cultural sovereignty. Applying the concept of ownership to human remains is controversial,
however, because such rights determines who controls access and interprets human remains and
associated cultural materials.
NAGPRA is a multifaceted law that strives to address the issue of possession of indigenous
human remains and cultural objects. NAGPRA draws upon many aspects of the American legal
system, such as property, constitutional, and tribal sovereignty law. The Act has equally complex
regulations, some of which have sparked controversy and animosity between repatriation
advocates and opponents. This thesis creates a legislative history of NAGPRA by examining the
socio-historical processes that lead up its passage. The Act has been described as a property law,
a procedural law, and as human rights legislation. The Act is partly all of these, which creates
conflict in interpreting and applying its regulations. This thesis addresses the need for an
examination of NAGPRA through the various fields of law that make up its legislative history
and legal framework. This thesis will also examine the different legal aspects of the Act, such as
property law and tribal sovereignty. Repatriation polices and case studies from the United States
and abroad will be briefly discussed to examine NAGPRA in an international context.
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Introduction
Repatriation attempts to reconcile opposing values regarding human skeletal remains.
Human remains are imbued with aspects of personhood, individual indentity, and cultural
identity. Each society has a different set of social rules as well as spiritual beliefs regarding the
disposition of human remains. Beyond their social properties, human remains can provide
researchers with evidence of past lifeways, disease, and human evolution. Repatriation has at
times been contentious as it attempts to balance the demands of both cultural and scientific
values.
As repatriation legislation has been defined by the American legal system, which is
largely concerned with property rights, ownership of human remains often comes into question.
Whom should be the owners of indigenous human remains? Living descendants? Scientific
institutions in which the remains have been housed? Applying the concept of ownership to
human remains is controversial because it determines who controls access and guides research,
as well as who interprets the remains and associated cultural materials. Does applying a property
law paradigm to the complex set of personal and cultural beliefs attached to human remains
advance scientific interests over social values?
To understand the need for repatriation legislation, it is important to be aware of the
origins of human remains in museum and academic collections. The push for medical and
scientific advancement in the 19th century encouraged grave robbing in colonial countries such as
the United States, Canada, Australia, and New Zealand. Early anthropological and medical
research focused on morphological classifications and differences between peoples of different
heritages, creating a demand for human skulls and other skeletal materials to measure (Yasaitis
2005; Cooper 2008). In the United States, Native American graves were often plundered for
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human remains during this era, as those graves lacked the protection of common law afforded to
non-indigenous graves. Looting of Native American graves gained official support with Surgeon
General William A. Hammond’s Circular No. 2 in 1867, which called for troops to collect Indian
crania and cultural materials for the Army Medical Museum and Library (Trope and Echo-Hawk
1992). These problems were co-occurring in Australia and New Zealand as well. Edward
Ramsay, then curator of the Australian Museum, encouraged indigenous gave robbing, while in
New Zealand European traders tapped into the lucrative scientific and medical curios market by
trading firearms for elaborately tattooed and preserved human heads of the indigenous Maori
population.
In the United States, the Antiquities Act of 1906 was created to address the extensive
looting of American Indian archaeological sites, artifacts, and unmarked burials on government
lands. This Act protected archaeological sites and Native American remains by bringing them
under the protection and ownership of the U.S. government. In this way, Native American human
remains and cultural objects became property of the federal government to be managed by
universities and other federally associated repositories (Yasaitis 2005).
As a result of this collection history, the most prominent repatriation efforts come from
these former colonial nations, including Canada. This thesis will examine the root cause of
repatriation legislation in the United States through a discussion of significant social movements.
It will start with a discussion of the civilizing movement in the 19th century, move on to the civil
rights movement in the 1960s, and end with the repatriation movement in the 1980s. The
repatriation movement, which ultimately lead to the passage of the Native American Graves
Protection and Repatriation Act in the United States, garnered attention abroad and encouraged
the creation of repatriation policies in Australia and New Zealand.
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The Native American Graves Protection and Repatriation Act (NAGPRA) is a
multifaceted law that strives to address the issue of possession of indigenous human remains and
cultural objects. NAGPRA is a complex law that draws upon many aspects of the American legal
system, such as property, constitutional, and tribal sovereignty law. The Act has equally complex
regulations, some of which have sparked controversy and animosity between repatriation
advocates and critics.
This thesis creates a legislative history of NAGPRA by examining the socio-historical
processes that lead up its introduction. Repatriation laws and case studies from the United States,
Canada, Australia and New Zealand will be briefly discussed to examine NAGPRA in an
international context. This thesis will also examine the different legal aspects of the Act, such as
property law and tribal sovereignty.
Research Goals
The goal of this thesis is to provide a multi-disciplinary examination of NAGPRA in
order to address common misunderstandings of its provisions and disagreements concerning its
regulations. NAGPRA has been described separately as a property law, a procedural law, and as
human or civil rights legislation. The Act is partly all of these, which creates conflict when
interpreting and applying its regulations. This thesis addresses the need for an examination of
NAGPRA through the various fields of law that make up its legislative history and legal
framework.
Nearly three decades after NAGPRA’s enactment, acrimonious critiques of the Act are
still being made by both proponents and critics. These critiques sometimes include inflammatory
or accusatory statements that fuel ongoing repatriation debates while clouding the real issues of
power, identity, and self-representation. It should be acknowledged, however, that the vast
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majority of repatriation cases in the United States are settled amicably without controversy or
judicial involvment. This thesis, however, highlights controversial repatriation cases and
prominent problems with the Act’s implementation to identify weak areas in the law, potential
causes, and possible solutions. This thesis makes the argument that NAGPRA was fundamentally
constructed as a property law, which is responsible for many of the problems associated with its
implementation as well as the controversial cases studies that have arisen since its enactment.
Research Method and Thesis Organization
This thesis will make use of qualitative research methods. Qualitative research aims to
understand the reasoning behind human behavior and social constructs. Qualitative research
methods ask the who, how, why, and when questions of human decision making. Textual analysis
is the primary method of qualitative research. Qualitative research uses small, focused samples
that produce information on the particular cases studied, but does not provide empirical data on
its own. In this way, qualitative data is limited, producing only general conclusions and informed
assertions. These assertions, however, can be used to guide furture investigations seeking
empirical support.
This thesis will begin with a brief historical examination in Chapter 1 of the social and
political actions against Native Americans during the 19th and early 20th centuries that lead to the
passage of NAGPRA in 1990. In Chapter 2, the legislative precursors to NAGPRA will be
discussed before reactions to the Act and problems that have arisen during its implementation.
Chapter 3 includes brief comparisons of repatriation policies in the United States, Canada,
Australia, and New Zealand. Domestic and international repatriation cases studies will be
discussed to highlight successes and troubles in repatriation legislation around the world. While
repatriation often involves objects of material culture, this thesis will focus on repatriation cases
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involving human remains, as such cases are often controversial and challenge the extent of
repatriation regulations. In Chapter 4, NAGPRA as a legal entity will be examined through the
lenses of property, constitutional, and sovereignty law. Many acromyms will be used throughout
this thesis. All acronyms used are listed below with the date of creation as well as the definition.
AHA
AHRPA
AIM
AIRFA
ARPA
ATSIHPA
BLM
CFR
FR
ICOM
IRA
NAGPRA
NARF
NCAI
NMAIA
UNDRIP
UNESCO
UNIDROIT
USCOE
WAC

1988
1965
1968
1978
1979
1984
1946
NA
NA
1946
1934
1990
1970
1944
1989
2007
1945
1940
1775
1986

Aboriginal Heritage Act
Aboriginal Historic Relics Protection Act (Australia)
American Indian Act
American Indian Religious Freedom Act
Archaeological Resources and Protection Act
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Heritage Protection Act
Bureau of Land Management
Code of Federal Regulations
Federal Regulation
International Council of Museums
Indian Reorganization Act
Native American Graves Protection and Repatriation Act
Native American Rights Fund
National Congress of American Indians
National Museum of the American Indian Act
United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples
The United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization
International Institute for the Unification of Private Law
US Corps of Engineers
World Archaeological Congress

Figure 1. Acroymns used throughout this thesis, listed with dates of creation and definition.

Research Materials
Analyzing a variety of texts over a temporal range can illuminate shifts in social values
and power relationships. A qualitative analysis of legislative documents and academic articles
was considered appropriate for this thesis. Analysis of academic articles, legislative texts, and
legal documents formed the body of this research.
Theoretical Framework
Political economy is an interdisciplinary theoretical framework for studying human
societies. Political economy draws upon the philosophies and research methods of economics,
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law, and the social sciences to explain how social agents and institutions influence each other. In
anthropology, political economy is used to investigate how social contructs and practices come
about through historical, political, and cultural processes. Social processes are modes of
interaction, negotioation, and change within a society. The social movements that will be
discussed in Chapter 1 of this thesis are examples of a social process. Political processes are
modes of formulation and administration of law and policy through interactions between social
individuals, groups and political institutions. Laws and other government mandates that shaped
the relationship between the U.S. government and American Indians in the 19th century are
examples of political processes. The formulation of NAGPRA in the U.S. Congress and the
negotioations involved in creating its regulations are also examples of political processes. These
social and political processes will be discussed further throughout this thesis.
History documents these processes and the outcomes of these interactions. Sociology
uses political economy to study how individuals’ actions are shaped through involvement in
society as members of cultural and groups and social instiutions. On an international scale,
political economy is concerned with the interactions between sovereign states and the impact of
these interactions on local cultures. The Native American Graves Protection and Repatriation Act
is a legal construct that resulted from historical, political, and sociological processes. This thesis
will draw from the fields of history, sociology, and anthropology as well as domestic and
international law, using political economy as a theoretical framework to examine the processes
that lead to the enactment of NAGPRA in the United States.
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Chapter 1—Legislative Acts and Social Movements, 1880-1990
1.1 Introduction
This thesis will begin with an assessment of the historical, social and legislative events
that lead to the passage of the Native American Graves Protection and Repatriation Act
(NAGPRA) in 1990. A timeline of these events is provided in Figure 2. To fully understand the
basis of repatriation claims in the United States, it is important to acknowledge the persecution of
Native Americans through punitive social and legal actions by the U.S. government during the
19th and early 20th centuries. During this time, Native Americans were often denied consent in
the collection of ancestral human remains and cultural materials. In the United States, appeals for
Native American cultural self-representation and interpretation in museum settings as well as
calls for the return of illegally obtained Native American human remains and cultural materials
highlighted the need for repatriation legislation.
This chapter will examine the root cause of repatriation legislation in the United States
through a discussion of American social movements, starting with the civilizing movement in the
19th century, moving on to the civil rights movement in the 1960s, and ending with the
repatriation movement in the 1980s. The first two movements established the social conditions
necessary for the repatriation movement, and ultimately the passing of NAGPRA legislation.
This chapter will finish by briefly articulating reactions to NAGPRA after its enactment.
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Indian New Deal

Indian Reorganization Act

National Congress of American Indians
Termination Laws

Indian Civil Rights Act

American Indian Movement

1934

1934

1944

1950s

1968

1968

NAGPRA

1990

Description of Historical Significance

Also known as the Allotment Act and the Americanization Movement, broke reservation land into parcels for individual sale,
attempting to assimilate Indians into White industries of agriculture and animal husbandry.
Created by John Collier, Commissioner of Indian Affairs, as an extension of President Roosevelt’s New Deal. Sought to end the
practice of allotting communal tribal lands and to return land to tribes as communal property to be self-governed.
Part of the deal centered around the Indian Reorganization Act (IRA) of 1934, intending to remedy the social, legal, and economic
injustices in federal policy toward Native Americans since the Dawes Act.
An American Indian and Alaska Native rights organization founded in 1944 in response to termination and assimilation policies
enforced by the US government upon the tribes in contradiction of their status as sovereign nations.
Policies of the Indian Claims Commission, seeking to eliminate reservations and put Indians under state authority, removed from
Federal protection. In 1953, Federal protection was lifted from 109 tribes.
The act extended civil liberties to tribal members and set up a framework for tribal laws and polices. The act mandated tribal
governments to extend the US Bill of Rights to tribal members, protecting personal freedom and ensuring due process.
Formed in 1968 in Minneapolis, Minnesota, by Native American activists from multiple tribes. AIM elicited media attention with
confrontational campaigns seeking self-governance, economic reform, and religious freedom for Native Americans.
Branch of the American Indian Movement mostly comprised of young and confrontational Native Americans. Along with AIM, the
Red Power Movement exposed the deplorable living conditions in many reservations and urban areas, demanding that the
government financially provide education, housing and healthcare improvements.
Required the Smithsonian Institute to inventory and repatriate Native American remains and funerary objects in its own collections.
Pertains to Native American human remains, associated objects, and objects of cultural patrimony which are held in federally funded
institutions. Requires institutions to inventory their collections, assess cultural affiliation, and notify the proper tribe of intent to
repatriate.

the Secretary of the Interior prohibited traditional funerals, ritualistic ceremonies, dances, potlatches, and feasts. Violators of this
mandate could be arrested and imprisoned by the Office of Indian Affairs.

Based on the curriculum and practices of the Carlisle Indian School, the Bureau of Indian Affairs managed boarding schools for
Indian children and mandated attendance. English, Christianity, and Euro-American customs were enforced.

Actions taken by American citizens and the Federal government to reform the cultures of American Indians by encouraging
assimilation into White society. Born from a desire for a common standard set of cultural values and practices to be held by all
peoples of America. Mandated education in Western property, religion, and industry systems was the primary method in the
acculturation process.

Figure 2. A timeline of the historic events and legislative acts discussed in Chapter 1 including the date of occurrence and a brief description of the historical
significance.

National Museum of the American Indian Act

1989

Red Power Movement

The Dawes Act

1887

1968 - 70s

Practice of Native American Religions Prohibited

Government Boarding Schools

1879 - 1920s

1884

The Civilizing Movement

Name of Event

1879 - 1960

Time Period

1.2 The Civilizing Movement
The civilizing movement was an effort to assimilate American Indians into the EuroAmerican population by imposing Euro-American culture, religion, and economy on them. In the
19th century, the Christian church often worked with the U.S. government toward assimilation.
The first concerted effort of the movement came from misguided white activists who claimed
that conflicts between Native and Euro-Americans could be settled through total assimilation of
Indians into Christian society (Bellfy 2004:695; Dominguez 2004:703; McNulty 2004:699;
Straus and Low 2004:730). Assimilation was also attempted through a series of legislative acts
and government mandates from the late 1870s through the middle of the 20th century.
One of the most concerted efforts to convert American Indians to Euro-American
lifeways began in the late 1870s when the U.S. government mandated that Native American
children attend Christian boarding schools. The first such school was The Carlisle Indian School,
founded in 1879 in Carlisle, Pennsylvania by Captain Richard Henry Pratt (Dominguez
2004:703). Native American names, dress, language, and religious practices were banned in
these schools. Children were trained in Euro-American economy and lifeways, such as
agriculture, animal husbandry, English, and Christianity (Fine-Dare:50; Dominguez 2004:703).
The next two steps toward assimilation came in the 1880s, when the U.S. government
prohibited the practice of Native American religions. In 1884, the Secretary of the Interior
directed the Commissioner of Indian Affairs to prohibit the traditional funerals, ritualistic
ceremonies, dances, potlatches, and feasts, as these ceremonies were deemed expressions of
Indian religion (Dominguez 2004:705). Those found guilty of advocating or participating in
traditional Native American religious practices could be imprisoned (Dominguez 2004:705).
In 1887, the Dawes Act, also known as the Allotment Act, broke up many reservations
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into parcels for private sale to both Native and non-native Americans. This process was meant to
encourage social integration by imposing Western definitions of ownership, property, and
industry on Native Americans (Deloria 1978). The Act intended to make private landowners and
farmers out of Native American individuals, but in reality, the majority of the land went to EuroAmerican settlers (Stuart 1977).
In the 1926, Lewis Meriam was appointed by the Secretary of the Interior to lead an
investigation into the effectiveness of the Office of Indian Affairs and its assimilation efforts
(Stuart 1977). Lewis Meriam was a graduate of Harvard University with law degrees from both
the National Law School and George Washington University, as well as a Ph.D. from the
Brookings Institution (Meriam et al. 1928). Meriam worked for several government bureaus,
such as the bureaus of Census and Children’s Welfare (Stuart 1977). His project became known
as the “Meriam Report”, though its official title was “The Problem of Indian Administration”
(Meriam et al. 1928). The report criticized the Dawes Act and found that the U.S. government
failed to protect the land, resources, health, and cultures of American Indians (Meriam et al.
1928; Stuart 1977). The report also criticized the government for suppressing Native American
religious practices.
Despite the findings of the Meriam Report, the U.S. government did not change its policy
toward Native American religions until much later when the American Indian Religious Freedom
Act (AIRFA) of 1978 was enacted (Fine-Dare 2002:83). This Act prohibits governmental
intrusion on the right of Native Americans to believe and exercise traditional religions. AIRFA
also requires federal agencies to evaluate their policies and procedures to better protect Native
American religious freedom by ensuring access to sacred spaces and objects for practicing
religious ceremonies (Straus and Low 2004:728).
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The Meriam Report became the basis for the Indian New Deal of 1934. The Indian New
Deal of 1934 was some of the first Indian legislation to be created through consultation with
tribal members (Stuart 1977). John Collier, who held the post of Commissioner of Indian Affairs,
helped created the Indian New Deal of 1934, which was an extension of President Roosevelt’s
New Deal beginning in 1933 (Philp 1983). The Indian New Deal also consisted of the Indian
Reorganization Act (IRA). The IRA intended to remedy injustices in federal policies involving
Native Americans since the Dawes Act (Dominguez 2004:704). The IRA ended the practice of
allotting reservations and returned the land to tribes as communal property. The IRA also gave
tribes the right to control their own assets and internal affairs (Dominguez 2004:704). From the
Indian New Deal, tribes also gained the right to negotiate with federal, state, and local
governments as sovereign entities (Wirth and Wickstrom 2002). However, tribes only gained
sovereignty to a certain extent as they were regarded as state-like governments, not completely
free from federal involvement (Philp 1983).
Collier’s Indian New Deal fell out of favor after WWII, when his policies began to be
suspected of affording special freedoms to Native Americans through tribal autonomy (Stuart
1997). Another criticism of the Indian New Deal was that, despite some level of soverignty,
tribes remained wards of the U.S. government, subject to federal supervision (Stuart 1997).
These criticisms sparked new policies and legislation in the late 1940s and early 1950s that
sought to terminate reservations and eliminate tribal statuses (Philp 1983).
The Indian Claims Commission, formed in 1946, was allegedly set up to hear claims
from tribes for land taken from them by the U.S. government since the 18th century (Stuart
1977). The Commission, however, was seen by some politicians as a way to “get the government
out of the Indian business” (Straus and Low 2004:729). To achieve this, the Office of Indian
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Affairs (later renamed the Bureau of Indian Affairs) began a relocation program that moved
Native Americans from reservations into cities, where they were expected to find employment
and integrate into mainstream society (Dominguez 2004:704). In 1953, House Concurrent
Resolution 108 called for the federal government to terminate many tribal statuses and eliminate
their reservations (Wilkinson and Biggs 1977).
Native Americans organized in response to these termination actions. The National
Congress of American Indians (NCAI) formed in 1944 in response to termination and
assimilation policies. The NCAI organized many federally recognized tribes to present a united
front in dealings with the U.S. government (National Congress of American Indians 2014). In the
beginning, the NCAI fought against the government’s failure to uphold treaties, to end
assimilation policies, and to win complete sovereignty (National Congress of American Indians
2014). Tribal activism was ultimately unsuccessful in achieving total tribal autonomy, and efforts
shifted in the 1960s toward gaining civil rights and other protections of the U.S. Constitution
(Fine-Dare 2002:68).
1.3 The Civil Rights Movement
Taking cues from African American and feminist activism in the late 1960s, Native
American groups also fought for legal and social equality. Native Americans living both on and
off reservations faced poverty, poor housing, education, and medical services, as well as
discrimination and harassment from non-Native Americans (Churchill 2004:710). Prior to the
Indian Civil Rights Act of 1968, neither the U.S. Constitution nor the Bill of Rights applied to
tribal governments and their members (Straus and Low 2004:728). Until this Act, the U.S.
Federal government had no jurisdiction over how tribal governments treated their tribal members
(Straus and Low 2004:729).
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The American Indian Movement (AIM) organized in 1968 to draw public attention to the
problems faced by many Native American communities. Red Power was a more aggressive
branch of AIM that used confrontational demonstrations and occupations to state their grievances
with the federal government (Fine-Dare 2002:74; Churchill 2004:715; Straus and Low
2004:730). This offshoot group staged highly visible protests and demonstrations to gain the
attention of non-Native peoples.
Several examples illustrate how Red Power gained notoriety in their efforts to educate
U.S. citizens about Native American grievances. The group first gained attention with the
occupation of Alcatraz Island in 1969 by a group of activists who claimed the island belonged to
the Sioux through an 1868 treaty with the U.S. government (Straus and Low 2004:725). In 1970,
Dennis Banks, one of the founders of AIM, lead an occupation of Mt. Rushmore in protest of the
seizure of the Sioux Nation’s sacred Black Hills lands by the U.S. government in violation of the
1868 Treaty of Fort Laramie (Churchill 2004:720). Many years later, in 1981, the U.S. Supreme
Court ruled that the government had indeed illegally seized the Black Hills, and ordered the
government to provide financial restitution (Churchill 2004:720). In 1971 Banks organized
Indian activists from multiple tribes across America to launch the Trail of Broken Treaties protest
march on Washington D.C. Demonstrators seized the Bureau of Indian Affairs headquarters to
call attention to their long list of demands of the federal government (Churchill 2004:722).
The most prominent occupation was the siege of Wounded Knee in 1973. Demonstrators
protested corruption within the Bureau of Indian Affairs and the lack of federal protection in
instances of persecution by residents of communities bordering the Pine Ridge reservation in
South Dakota (Churchill:723). The FBI, U.S. Marshals, and the Department of Justice ended the
occupation after a 71-day siege during which several people were wounded and two were killed
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(Churchill 2004:724).
Through these social demonstrations, activists garnered public awareness of the need for
reparative measures from the U.S. government to Native American communities. Such measures
had partly been taken through advances in Native American civil rights, but the issues of cultural
self-representation and grave robbing in the 19th century had not been properly addressed. In the
1980s, activism turned toward the repatriation of Native American human remains and cultural
materials as means of returning cultural control to Native American communities (Fine-Dare
2002:86).
1.4 The Repatriation Movement
The legal and social actions taken against Native Americans during the civilizing though
the civil rights movements culminated in the repatriation movement. The repatriation movement
began with indigenous communities seeking cultural self-determination and self-representation.
The movement had many aims, starting with the extension of legal protection that had been
historically denied to Native American graves. The repatriation movement sought recognition of
looting practices during the 19th century that supplied museums with misappropriated Native
American human remains and cultural materials. The repatriation movement presented the
history of looting practices as a series of human rights violations. The main human rights issue
highlighted included a lack of consent. Consent had been denied in the taking of ancestral
remains and scared objects from graves, as well as in the study, display, and interpretation of
Native American cultures and cultural materials in museums (Trope and Echo-Hawk 1992).
The movement also called for more Native American involvement in museum and
academic settings to ensure Native American materials were curated, interpreted, and exhibited
in culturally appropriate ways (Fine-Dare 2002:93; Straus and Low 2004:730). Repatriation
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legislation that mandated the return of these remains and materials to the appropriate tribe was
the ultimate goal of this movement.
In former colonial nations such as the United States, Australia, and New Zealand, the
repatriation movement achieved changes in legislation that supported cultural self-determination
for indigenous populations (Keeler 2012). In the U.S., the movement achieved federal
legislation, such as the National Museum of the American Indian Act and the Native American
Graves Protection and Repatriation Act. In Australia, repatriation activism accomplished the
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Heritage Protection Act as well as multiple state level
policies. The Province of Alberta, Canada, enacted the First Nations Sacred Ceremonial
Repatriation Act. In New Zealand, the national government assists international repatriation
cases for indigenous communities through funding and nation-state negotiations power. The
repatriation legislation of the U.S. as well as other former colonial nations will be discussed
further in Chapters 2 and 3.
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Chapter 2—A Legislative History of NAGPRA
2.1 Introduction
The legislative precursor to NAGPRA first appeared during a hearing held by the Select
Committee on Indian Affairs in 1987. This hearing concerned the immense collection of Native
American human remains and cultural materials housed in the Smithsonian Institute. Petitions
from repatriation advocates for the removal of these items from the Smithsonian lead to the
National Museum of the American Indian Act of 1989. As this Act only pertained to the
Smithsonian’s collections, legislators worked to draft a comprehensive bill that would apply to
all federally associated repositories. After several drafts, NAGPRA was passed in 1990. The Act
is controversial, as repatriating human remains can prevent further scientific study. Most
negative reactions to the Act focus on this aspect, fearing significant loss of data available for
scientific inquiry.
This chapter begins with a description of the legislative precursors to NAGPRA.
Documents from the Library of Congress were used to trace these earlier bills as well as
NAGPRA through the United States House of Representatives and the Senate. This chapter ends
with a short discussion of problems with the Act’s implementation and controversies sparked by
recent amendments.
2.2 The First Repatriation Act in the United States
The first serious mention of repatriation legislation appeared in 1987 during a hearing
held by the Select Committee on Indian Affairs (Yasaitis 2005). This hearing had been called to
address the vast collection of Native American human remains and cultural materials curated by
the Smithsonian Institute. The hearing prompted Senators McCain from Arizona and Inouye
from Hawaii to sponsor Senate Resolution 3217/House Resolution 2668, titled the National
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Museum of the American Indian Act (NMAIA) (Yasaitis 2005). The Act passed as public law
101-185, 20 U.S.C. §80 1-15 on November 13, 1989.
The Act created the National Museum of the American Indian, to honor Native American
peoples by providing respectful representation through the culturally sensitive research and
exhibition (20 U.S.C. 80(2)(a-e)). The Act required the Smithsonian to identify and inventory
Native American human remains and funerary objects in its possession. After the inventory
process, the institution was required to identify the cultural or ancestral origins of the Native
American remains and objects using the best available scientific techniques and all evidence and
documentation in its possession (20 U.S.C. 80(11)(a)(1-2)). If such identification could be made,
the tribe or people of origin were notified (20 U.S.C. 80(11)(b)). Upon the request of descendants
or an Indian tribe, the human remains and funerary objects were to be returned as soon as
possible (20 U.S.C. 80(c)).
2.3 Precursors to NAGPRA
The foundations of NAGPRA were the Native American Grave and Burial Protection Act
introduced by Senator John McCain and the Native American Repatriation of Cultural
Patrimony Act introduced by Senator Inouye to facilitate the repatriation of Native American and
Native Hawaiian human remains and cultural objects (Trope and Echo-Hawk 1992). Together,
the Acts would mandate the inventory, identification and repatriation of these remains and
objects housed in any federal agency or institution receiving federal funds. The Acts would also
dictate the return of indigenous human remains and associated funerary objects newly discovered
on federal land, require permits to excavate such remains and objects, and make illegal the trade
of Native American human remains or funerary objects (Trope and Echo-Hawk 1992). These
bills were eventually merged to create House Resolution 5237, The Native American Graves
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Protection and Repatriation Act. A timeline of the occurance of these precursors as well as
NAGPRA moving through the House and Senate is provided below in Figure 3.
Date
Action
7/10/90 Introduced in House by Sen Udall (AZ)
7/10/90 Referred to the House Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs
10/15/90 Amended by Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs
Passed/agreed to in House. On motion to suspend the rules and pass the bill, as amended,
10/22/90
agreed to by voice vote.
10/22/90 Received in the Senate
10/25/90 Passed/agreed to in Senate. Passed Senate with amendments by voice vote.
10/25/90 S. Amdt. 3171: Proposed by Sen Exon for Sen Ford to amend certain definitions.
10/25/90 Amendment SP 3171 agreed to in Senate by voice vote.
10/25/90 Amendment SP 3172 proposed by Sen Garn for Sen McCain
10/25/90 S. Amdt. 3172 proposed by Sen Garn for Sen McCain to make amendments to bill.
10/25/90 Amendment SP 3172 agreed to in Senate by voice vote.
10/26/90 Passed/agreed to in Senate. Passed Senate with amendments by voice vote.
10/27/90 Cleared for White House
11/9/90 Presented to President
11/16/90 Signed by President
Figure 3. Timeline of NAGPRA moving through the House and Senate during the 101st Congress, 1990.

2.4 NAGPRA in the House and Senate
NAGPRA was introduced by Rep. Morris Udall (AZ) and sponsored by Representatives
Ben Nighthorse Campbell (CO), James H. Scheuer (NY), and Pat Williams (MT) in the 101st
Congress, 1990 (H.R. 5237). Major supporters of the bill were Senators McCain (AZ), and
Inouye (HI) (Trope and Echo-Hawk 1992). On October 25, 1990, two amendments were
proposed and passed in the Senate by of Senators Ford and McCain. Sen. Ford (KY) proposed to
remove references to the Smithsonian Institute from the bill as the Smithsonian was addressed by
the National Museum of the American Indian Act (Senate Amendment 1990). Sen. McCain’s
amendment proposed to clarify the definition of “Indian tribe” to mean “any tribe, band, nation,
or any other organized group or community of American Indians, including Alaska Natives
which is Federal recognized (Senate Amendment 1990). NAGPRA was passed as amended and
signed into law on November 9, 1990, as Public Law 101-601, U.S.C. 3001-3013.
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During debate in the Senate, Sen. McCain stated that this Act would effectively balance
the interest of Native Americans regarding the just and respectful return of their ancestors with
the educational interest of museums in maintaining an American cultural heritage for future
generations (Senate Debate 1990). Sen. Inouye stated that the Act was not about the value of
scientific inquiry but about human rights, returning to Native Americans the power to control the
representation of their cultures (Senate Debate 1990). Sen. Moynihan (NY) stated that the often
unjust treatment of Native Americans and Native American human remains is one of The United
States’ greatest failures, making repatriation legislation necessary (Senate Debate 1990).
2.5 Reactions to NAGPRA
NAGPRA is a piece of federal legislation pertaining to Native American human remains
and associated cultural objects held in federally funded institutions or removed from federal and
tribal lands. NAGPRA was created to return wrongfully obtained Native American human
remains and cultural objects to federally recognized Indian tribes and Native Hawaiian
organizations. The scope of NAGPRA, however, has further implications than those outlined
above. Fine-Dare (2002:119) describes NAGPRA not as a set of federal regulations, but as a
reparation gesture for the centuries-long persecution of Native American individuals and
cultures. Troupe and Echo-Hawk (2000) describe NAGPRA as one piece of legislation trying to
resolve a tangle of issues including race, science, religion, education, law, and history.
Initially, some scholars were hesitant to adopt an attitude of cooperation between
scientific and descendant communities in a power struggle for the control of cultural information
(McGowan and LaRoche 1996). As repatriation sometimes means the reinternment of human
remains and cultural objects, claims of scientific necessity have been made by research
institutions seeking to retain control of human remains (Meighan 1992; Hibbert 1999; Weiss
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2001). These claims are based on a common misconception of NAGPRA in that the Act
eliminates scientific inquiry and mandates the immediate return of remains and objects for
destruction or reburial (Hibbert 1999).
Museums and scientific repositories often view themselves as the most appropriate wards
for archaeological human remains and mortuary objects, citing the analytical value of human
remains, which can provide tangible evidence of a shared human history (McGowan and
LaRoche 1996; Hibbert 1999). The study of human skeletal remains can be used to support or
refute ethnographic and historical accounts of past events. The reconstruction of daily activities
of ancient peoples can provide important indications of activities that were necessary for the
adaptation and survival of human ancestors (Landau and Steele 1996).
However, this viewpoint may be confined only to scientists themselves. Control over
narrating and interpreting the past is an important part of the power struggles between interested
parties in the repatriation process. Repatriation requests stem from the representational battle
fought by indigenous peoples. The power to narrate their truth is essential for Native American
cultural sovereignty (Echo-Hawk Quade 1990). The remains of ancestors having been removed
from their graves are powerful manifestations of the representational and political struggle of
Native Americans (Kakaliouras 2004).
The control of cultural history and material resources requires a delicate balance between
the concerns of many stakeholders. Bruning (2006) outlines repatriation as a method by which
researchers, repositories, and tribes are expected to coexist as they pursue various interests in
managing the material record of the past. The contentious struggle between cultural and
scientific values for the right to narrate the past makes implementing NAGPRA all the more
difficult.
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2.6 Problems with Implementation
Many problems have plagued the implementation of NAGPRA since its enactment.
Firstly, the Act only applies to repositories that receive federal funds, and to human remains or
cultural materials that were discovered on federal or tribal lands. According to section 10 of
NAGPRA, Native American human remains and cultural objects must have been discovered on
federal land or held in a federal agency or federal funded repository for NAGPRA regulations to
apply (43 C.F.R. §10.1(b)). As the Act was originally passed, only federal recognized tribes
could make repatriation requests (43 C.F.R. §10.2(b)(2-3)). This original regulation prevented
non-recognized tribes from placing repatriation requests. Also, Native American human remains
and cultural objects held in private collections or found on private land are not eligible for
repatriation.
Besides the requirement of federal jurisdiction, the most prominent problem in
implementing NAGPRA is the issue of non-compliance (Fine-Dare 2002:115). More than 20
years after NAGPRA’s enactment, there are still many repositories that have not completed
inventories to comply with its statues (Fine-Dare 2002:116; Cryne 2010). Compliance with
NAGPRA’s regulations since its enactment has been low for many reasons. Funding is the
foremost reason. Many repositories lack the necessary funds to hire and train additional staff to
conduct a thorough inventory per NAGPRA’s regulations (Cryne 2010). NAGPRA is an
unfunded Act, meaning that the U.S. government does not provide funds explicitly for its
implementation (Fine-Dare 2002:116). Every federal repository must find its own funding to
conduct inventories and facilitate repatriation (Cryne 2010). Some federal grants are available
for tribes and small repositories to facilitate repatriation, but a large resource shortage remains
for conducting NAGPRA work (Fine-Dare2002:116).
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Per section 9 of NAGPRA, the Department of the Interior may assess civil penalties to
repositories for non-compliance (25 U.S.C 3007(a-d)). 78 FR 27083 addresses the specific
regulations concerning non-compliance and the civil penalties that may be applied. A museum or
repository can be found as failing to comply with NAGPRA’s regulations if they have not met
the deadlines set in the Act for the completion of summaries and inventories, which was
originally November 16th, 1993 and November 16th, 1995, respectively (43 C.F.R. §10.12(b)(iiiii)). Extensions of the deadlines may be granted under 78 FR 27083. If a repository does not
notify the appropriate culturally affiliated Indian tribe and Native Hawaiian organization of the
intent to repatriate within 6 months after the date specified for completion of an inventory, they
are also non-compliant (43 C.F.R. §10.12(b)(iv)).
Other forms of non-compliance include refusing to repatriate human remains or cultural
patrimony to the descendants or culturally affiliated Indian tribe or Native Hawaiian
organization, repatriating such items without publishing a notice in the Federal Register, failing
to consult with the appropriate lineal descendants, tribe officials, or religious leaders, and failing
to inform the recipients of repatriated remains and materials if they have undergone any
treatment with substances that may be hazardous to the persons receiving the objects (43 C.F.R.
§10.12(b)(v-viii)). Refusing to relinquish control of remains and objects of cultural patrimony, if
the repository cannot prove right of possession, upon receiving a valid repatriation claim is also a
form of non-compliance (43 C.F.R. §10.12(b)(ix)).
A repository can be reported as non-compliant. In such cases, the Secretary of the Interior
is notified, as well as the NAGPRA Civil Penalties Coordinator (43 C.F.R. §10.12(c)). If the
Secretary finds that a repository has failed to comply in any of the manners mentioned above, the
Secretary will notify the repository in writing. A copy of notice will also be sent to lineal
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descendants or culturally associated Indian tribes or Native Hawaiian organizations (43 C.F.R.
§10.12(e)). If required, a repository can request a hearing.
The Secretary of the Interior determines the extent of the Civil Penalty if a repository is
found non-compliant. The penalty can be up to $5,000 (43 C.F.R. §10.12(g)). The Secretary may
also assess an additional penalty of up to $1,000 per day for every day a repository remains noncompliant after the date of the administrative decision (43 C.F.R. §10.12(g)(3)). The amount of
the penalty may be reduced at the discretion of the Secretary if it felt that the non-compliance
was not willful, an agreement to mitigate the problem is reached, or if the repository is unable to
pay the entire amount (43 C.F.R. §10.12(g)(4)(i-iii)). These fines can be a serious burden to
repositories. In many cases, compliance violations are caused by lack of funding and staff, not by
willful negligence on the part of the repositories (Fine-Dare 2002:118). Assessing civil penalties
and fines to already financially struggling repositories could further imped NAGPRA inventory
work, creating a cycle of non-compliance. It is perhaps for this reason why the Secretary of the
Interior and NAGPRA review committee try to avoid assessing financial penalties, allowing
repositories to make a good faith effort to complete inventories and comply with NAGPRA’s
regulations (Fine-Dare 2002:122).
2.6.1 Cultural Affiliation and Culturally Unidentifiable Human Remains
If federal funding or jurisdiction applies to a repository, the next obstacle of compliance
is assigning lineal descent or cultural affiliation to human remains or cultural materials. With
culturally ambiguous materials or very ancient human remains, there are often multiple
interested tribes, as was the case with Kennewick Man’s remains, which will be discussed in the
next chapter. There is often no right answer in custody disputes. The decision often comes down
to the extent of affiliation (Kakaliouras 2004). There is much contention as to what type of
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evidence is most valid in establishing affiliation—scientific or traditional and historical (Owsley
and Jantz 2001; Kakaliouras 2004; Afrasiabi 2007; Cryne 2010; Weiss 2010; Riding In 2012).
Cultural affiliation is the foundation NAGPRA, determining the validity of repatriation
claims. NAGPRA’s definition of cultural affiliation is “a relationship of shared group identity
which can be reasonably traced between a present day Indian tribe or Native Hawaiian
organization and the remains or cultural materials in question” (43 CFR §10.2(e)).
Determining affiliation is a tangle of legal, religious, scientific, and cultural ideologies.
Under NAGPRA, archaeological, anthropological, biological, geographical, linguistic,
genealogical, and oral tradition evidence can be used to establish cultural affiliation (43 CFR
§10.14(c)). Weiss (2010) faults NAGPRA in that the Act does not require claimants to establish
a definitive biological connection, giving more credence to non-scientific evidence. Others argue
that NAGPRA puts the burden of proof put on Native American claimants, requiring them to
create a cultural identity that coincides with evidence provided by scientists, anthropologists and
historians (Kakaliouras 2004; Riding In 2012).
Perhaps more contentious than burden of proof assignment are those remains that have
no clear cultural identification. These remains are referred to as culturally unaffiliated remains.
NAGPRA does not provide clear procedures for dealing with skeletal remains that lack clear
cultural markers because they are very ancient or lack culturally associated grave goods. There is
no set age at which skeletons are deemed too old for cultural affiliation to be established.
However, as the court decisions in the cases of Kennewick Man and Spirit Cave Man
demonstrate, skeletons over 9,000 years old appear to be too ancient to clearly assign cultural
affiliation (Yasaitis 2003).
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Regarding ancient human remains, Owsley and Jantz (2001) argue that current Native
Americans groups cannot possibly claim shared identities with ancient populations, as human
populations and cultures can change rapidly through migration and interactions with other
populations. Afrasiabi (1997) argues against assigning exclusionary property rights to ancient or
culturally unaffiliated skeletal remains, because no one group can make a more valid claim than
another. Exclusionary rights in this case would arbitrarily favor one cultural group over another.
To prevent this, Afrasiabi (1997) argues that ancient skeletal remains should be held in
repositories for open-access research. The question then becomes, how do we address culturally
unaffiliated remains in the context of NAGPRA?
2.6.1.2 NAGPRA Amendments—Deaccessioning Culturally Unaffiliated Remains
In October of 2007, a proposed amendment to NAGPRA was published in the Federal
Register concerning new rules for the disposition of culturally unidentifiable human remains.
The rules were finalized in 2010. As it was originally enacted, NAGPRA limited repatriation to
tribes with federal recognition. The amended regulations regarding culturally unidentifiable
remains allows non-federally recognized indigenous groups to make repatriation claims
(Birkhold 2011; Kakaliouras 2012). The amendment lays out guidelines for how to repatriate
unaffiliated remains. In the event that no federal tribe claims culturally unidentifiable human
remains, a repository can transfer the remains to a non-federally recognized tribe (Federal
Register 2007b).
Within this amendment, a new rule was proposed that stressed temporal and geographic
evidence when attempting to identify or return unaffiliated human remains. Without a
repatriation request, an institution would be allowed to consult with indigenous groups in the
immediate area in which the remains were found. Consultation can also take place with a group
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that historically occupied the land from which the human remains were taken (Federal Register
2007b). A cultural relationship with the land can also be used when determining the repatriation
of human remains. If cultural affiliation cannot be assigned through these means, remains can be
repatriated to an indigenous group with a cultural association to the region in which the
repository is located (Federal Register 2007b). Control of the remains should be given to the
indigenous group showing the strongest affiliation through these geographical means. If no
federally recognized group can make a case for association, repositories can consult with nonfederally recognized indigenous groups (Federal Register 2007b).
As for using the location of the institution for determining possession of unidentified
remains and materials, Birkhold (2011) argues that the geographic location of an institution may
have absolutely no bearing on the cultural affiliation of its collections. Van Horn (2008)
criticizes the new rule for allowing geographic affiliation to serve as a proxy for cultural
affiliation. While aboriginal occupation of the land on which remains were discovered can help
establish affiliation, “geographic proximity is not tantamount to cultural or biological affiliation”
(Van Horn 2008).
Birkhold (2011) argues that this amendment concerning culturally unidentifiable human
remains skews power in favor of Native Americans over scientific interests. As the Act was
originally passed, repositories could keep human remains for which no cultural affiliation could
be found (Cryne 2010; Birkhold 2011). Cryne (2010) saw this as a loophole that repositories
could use to retain human remains for study by claiming that no cultural affiliation could be
conclusively determined. The new amendment requires that repositories must deaccession all
human remains that are found to be Native American, even if they cannot be culturally identified
(43 CFR §10.11(c)(2)). By mandating the deaccession of all unidentifiable human remains, Van
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Horn (2008) argues that the new rule disregards public interest in the educational, historical and
scientific information such remains can yield.
A foremost concern among scientists about the new rule was that the new rule eliminates
a repository’s ability to retain culturally unidentifiable remains for future study. The Department
of the Interior’s response was that the wording of NAGPRA states that the Act should not be
interpreted as an authorization for new scientific studies beyond determining cultural affiliation
(Federal Register 2010).
Several concerns were raised among researchers about the constitutionality of the new
rule. One common argument was that the new rule violates the Establishment Clause of the First
Amendment (Federal Register 2010). This comment focused on a sentence in the amendment,
which suggests that repatriation of funerary objects in acknowledgment of Native American
spiritual beliefs demonstrates special treatment for the religions of Native American peoples
(Federal Register 2010). The response of the Department of the Interior was that returning such
items does not constitute federal support of any particular religion to the point of violating the
Establishment Clause (Federal Register 2010).
Another argument that surfaced after the new rule was that it violated freedom of
expression under the First Amendment (Birkhold 2011). This argument claimed that freedom of
expression includes freedom of scientific inquiry. No court in the United States, however, has
explicitly ruled that complete scientific freedom exists (Hibbert 1999). The National Bioethics
Advisory Commission stated that even if scientific inquiry was in fact constitutionally protected,
the government could still regulate research that could cause severe physical, psychological, or
social harm to the individual participants involved (Hibbert 1999).
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Another claim was made that the new rule constituted an unconstitutional “taking” of a
repository’s property in violation of the Fifth Amendment (Birkhold 2011). The Department of
the Interior’s response was that, under common law, human remains are quasi-property, and
cannot carry full property rights. Because of this, a repository does not have a property claim to
human remains unless it has received clear title from the next of kin or the governing body of the
associated Indian tribe or Native Hawaiian organization (Federal Register 2010).
Although NAGPRA is only applicable in the United States, other countries with colonial
pasts and indigenous populations, such as Australia, New Zealand, and Canada, have struggled
with similar repatriation issues. The repatriation movement and subsequent legislation in the
United States sparked related policies abroad. The next chapter will discuss these countries’
repatriation policies. Case studies from the United States, Australia, and New Zealand will also
be presented to highlight these nations’ repatriation policies in practice.
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Chapter 3—Repatriation Policies and Practices in the United States and Abroad
3.1 Introduction
The repatriation movement that lead to the passage of NAGPRA in the United States
garnered attention abroad, as misdeeds toward indigenous peoples and the misappropriation of
indigenous cultural materials and human remains were not limited to the United States. Such
practices occurred in Australia and New Zealand as well. Acquisition records from the National
Museum of Australia revealed collections polices similar to those of 19th and early 20th century
America, with grave robbing openly encouraged by Edward Ramsay, a Victorian era curator of
the Australian Museum (Siedemann 2004). Hallgren (2010) outlines the history of European
research in Australia, including expeditions consciously undertaken by zoologist Eric Mjoberg to
gather indigenous human remains through grave looting. The first historical report of
mokomokai, the elaborately tattooed and preserved heads of high-ranking Maori individuals,
comes from the Cook voyages to New Zealand in 1770 (Stumpe 2005). The heads fetched high
prices in Europe and America as curios and scientific specimens (Stumpe 2005).
As a result of this troubled collection history, the most prominent repatriation efforts
comes from the former colonial nations of the Unites States, Canada, Australia, and New
Zealand. Repatriation practices in these countries are varied, ranging from formal legislation to
stewardship arrangements negotiated on a case-by-case basis.
This chapter begins with a short review of repatriation laws in the United States prior to
NAGPRA before providing a general summary and critique of repatriation practices in Canada,
Australia, and New Zealand. These laws will be further illustrated by case studies as well as an
overview of the international response to indigenous repatriation efforts. A table listing the many
repatriation Acts and programs in these countries is provided below in Figure 4 with a brief
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2003
2003
1965
2006
1976
1975
1993
1975

Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Act
Torres Strait Islander Cultural Heritage Act
Aboriginal Historic Relics Protection Act

Aboriginal Heritage Act

Aboriginal Land Rights Act

Protected Objects Act

Historic Places Act

Ontario Heritage Act

1906
1934
1968
1989
1990

Antiquities Act
Indian New Deal
Indian Civil Rights Act

National Museum of the American Indian Act

Native American Graves Protection and Repatriation Act

Brief Summary

Legislation enabled the government to preserve and protect areas and objects significant to Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Australia
Island peoples.
Australia
Effort to return indigenous cultural property to traditional custodians and places of rest.
Recognize and conserve Aboriginal cultural heritage. Created legal responsibility to citizens in Queensland to protect
Australia (Queensland) indigenous heritage or pay a fine and/or prosecution.
Australia (Queensland) Similar in nature to Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Act.
Australia (South)
Created a register of burials, remains, artifacts, and archaeological sites.
Provided for state-wide voice to Aboriginal people to advise on affairs relative to cultural heritage. Established the
Australia (Victoria)
Aboriginal Heritage Council.
Allows Aboriginal people of the Northern Territory to claim land rights based on evidence of traditional occupation.Also
Australia (Northern Territory) requires aboriginal consultation when human remains are found of traditional aboriginal land.
Provides protection of Maori remains and objects by regulating the Maori cultural artifact market and making private
New Zealand
collection registry compulsory. Applicable at both federal and private level.
Established Maori Heritage Council. Provides protection to places of cultural interest or importance to New Zealanders and
New Zealand
Maori.
Allowed provincial and municipal governments to designate sites, properties, and districts of cultural interest. Included both
Canada
indigenous and non-indigenous cultures.
Fist repatrial policy in Canada. Returned objects held by the Royal Alberta Museum in Edmonton and the Glenbow Museum
Canada (Alberta)
in Calgary to the Blackfoot Confederacy.
Canada (BC)
Provided funding for First Nations cultural and language programs.
Protected marked burials and cemeteries from disturbance. Does not provide for repatriation of grave goods and human
Canada (Ontario)
remains disturbed historically.
USA
Eliminated social, religious, and economic practices through forced assimilation, broke up reservation land for private sale.
Addressed archaeological looting and grave robbing. Allowed institutions to collect remains and artifacts in order to manage
USA
them.
USA
Created the Indian Reorganization Act.
USA
Applied to Native American tribes some, but not all, rights guaranteed under the US Bill of Rights.
First piece of repatriation legislation in the US. Specifically addressed collections held by the Smithsonian. Created the
USA
National Museum of the American Indian.
Requies federal agencies and federally funded institurtions to repatriate Native American materials to descendants or
USA
culturally affiliated tribes.

Nation

Figure 4. Table listing the name of each repatriation Act or policy discussed in Chapter 3. A brief summary of the policy’s importance is included.

2012
1887

Funeral, Burial and Cremation Services Act
Dawes Act (Allotment Act)

First Nations Sacred Ceremonial Objects Repatriation Act 2000
First Peoples' Heritage, Language and Culture Act
1996

1984
2006

Year

Aboriginal and Torres Islander Strait Act
The Return of Indigenous Property Program

Law or Act

description of their importance.

3.2 Repatriation Policies and Practices
3.2.1 The United States
The Antiquities Act of 1906 enabled U.S. repositories to amass Native American cultural
materials and human remains by labeling them property to be managed by federal repositories.
The repatriation movement called for the return of these materials to their tribes and cultures of
origin. In response to that call, The National Museum of the American Indian Act (NMAIA) was
passed in 1989, becoming the first unequivocal piece of repatriation legislation in the world
(Keeler 2012). The Act limited repatriation requests to the collections of the Smithsonian
Institute. Under the Act, Native American remains and cultural materials were transferred to a
new museum, the National Museum of the American Indian, with the goal of providing
culturally sensitive curation and public education. The NMAIA was followed by NAGPRA in
1990.
3.2.2 Australia
Australia passed an indigenous heritage protection law in 1984, the Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander Heritage Protection Act (ATSIHPA). Beside the ATSIHPA, the Australian
government created other repatriation programs. The Return of Indigenous Cultural Property
Program formed in 2006 to focus on repatriating the collections of Australia’s federally-funded
institutions (Feikert 2009). The National Museum of Australia has its own repatriation unit,
funded first by the Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Commission (1990-2005), and then by
the Return of Indigenous Cultural Property Program (Feikert 2009).
In addition to the actions of the Australian government, Australian states have
implemented their own repatriation programs to address indigenous finds on state land and
aboriginal materials in state repositories. The state of Queensland enacted the Aboriginal
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Cultural Heritage Act and the Torres Strait Islander Cultural Heritage Act in 2003 (Feikert
2009). The government of Victoria passed the Aboriginal Heritage Act of 2006, which is
monitored by the Aboriginal Heritage Council (Feikert 2009). Victoria’s legislation provides the
greatest support for reburial, allowing Aboriginal groups to acquire state land for re-interment
(Meara 2007). Communities are also allowed to specify sites of traditional significance and that
will be protected for future burials.
South Australia adopted the Aboriginal Historic Relics Protection Act (AHRPA) in 1965
to protect Aboriginal sites with historic, social and religious significance (Meara 2007). This
early legislation focused on protecting historic Aboriginal archaeological sites and artifacts.
Aboriginal human remains were categorized as “relics”, or artifacts, and were afforded
protection under AHRPA. The state government also started a register of Aboriginal burials,
artifacts, and archaeological sites. To create this register, the Act allowed academic institutions
and museums to actively seek out burials and artifacts to add to collections as means of
protection (Meara 2007). Social and political backlash against mass collecting practices under
AHRPA put pressure on South Australia to repeal the Act in favor of the ATSIHPA in 1984.
Labeling ancestral remains as “relics” was offensive to Aboriginal groups. This was addressed
by South Australia’s Aboriginal Heritage Act of 1988, which removed the relic label from
human remains. The new Act gave legal control to Aboriginal people over their ancestors’
remains, sacred sites, and cultural property (Meara 2007).
The Aboriginal Land Rights Act, pertaining to the Aboriginal peoples in the Northern
Territory of Australia, was passed in 1976. The Act allows Aboriginal people of the Northern
Territory to claim land rights based on evidence of traditional occupation (Thorley 2002). The
Act also created new regulations for the collection and preservation of aboriginal cultural
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materials and human remains. Excavating cultural materials and human remains would require
consultation with and approval from the traditional owners of the land (Bowler 2014). After this
Act, archaeological work at the Mungo site was stopped. Scientists agreed to share research
agendas and hire local Aboriginal people as cultural consultants (Thorley 2002).
3.2.3 New Zealand
Encouraged by repatriation legislation in the United States, Maori communities in New
Zealand began their own repatriation efforts for the return the mokomokai held in foreign
repositories (Siedemann 2004). On behalf of Maori communities, the New Zealand government
pursued the repatriation of human remains and cultural objects held in foreign institutions
(Clarke 2009). In this way, New Zealand is one of the most proactive and supportive nations,
putting the might and capital of the state behind its indigenous people in international
repatriation efforts.
New Zealand signed both the UNESCO Convention on the Means of Prohibiting and
Preventing the Illicit Import, Export and Transfer of Cultural Property and the UNIDROIT
Convention on Stolen or Illegally Exported Cultural Objects (Clarke 2009). To implement these
programs domestically, the New Zealand government passed the Protected Objects Act in 1975
and the Historic Places Act (HPA) in 1993, which are applicable both at the federal and private
level (Clarke 2009). These Acts provide protection of Maori remains and objects by regulating
the Maori cultural artifact market and making private collection registry compulsory (Clarke
2009).
3.2.4 Canada
There is no federal law mandating repatriation in Canada. Instead repatriation efforts take
place through negotiation and cooperation between indigenous First Nations and institutions
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housing their cultural property (Siedemann 2004). The Canadian government and federal
institutions negotiate repatriations on a case-to-case basis, guided by the joint task force created
by the Canadian Museums Association and the Assembly of First Nations (Bell 1992; Keeler
2012).
The Royal Commission on Aboriginal Peoples (RCAP) and the Assembly of First
Nations/Canadian Museum Association both formed in 1990 to issue guidelines for repatriation
(Bell 1992). This task force promotes indigenous management of cultural heritage and identity
through direct involvement in museums. The task force is comprised of more than twenty-five
museum professionals as well as members of Native communities from across Canada (Bell
1992). The general repatriation rule sponsored by this organization is to repatriate first to lineal
descendants or culturally associated communities. If no descendants for culturally associated
groups currently exist, they recommend that repositories work out a solution with First Nations
consultants (Bell 1992).
In lieu of a federal law, Canadian provinces develop and enforce their own repatriation
legislation. Alberta enacted its own repatriation law, The First Nations Sacred Ceremonial
Objects Repatriation Act to facilitate repatriation with the Blackfoot Confederacy. Enacted in
2000, the Act was the first repatriation enactment in Canada (Eden 2006). The Act applies to
Blackfoot sacred objects in the collections of the Royal Alberta Museum and the Glenbow
Museum (Eden 2006). The Act confers title of cultural materials to the tribe, but is limited to
sacred ceremonial objects with no provisions for human remains.
British Columbia enacted the First Peoples’ Heritage, Language and Culture Act in 1996.
The Act provides financial support for First Nation community cultural centers, but does not
pertain to human skeletal remains (Eden 2006). The Act provides funding for cultural and
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language programs to revitalize the cultural heritage of First Nations peoples in British Columbia
(Eden 2006). In Ontario, the Heritage Act protects indigenous archaeological artifacts, but does
not specifically cover human remains (Keeler 2012). Ontario’s revised Funeral, Burial and
Cremation Services Act of 2012, however, does afford protection for indigenous human remains
by designating burial sites as indigenous cemeteries to be protected (Keeler 2012).
3.2.5 International Law
Repatriation of human remains to their families and places of origin is an established
practice in international law, but it only pertains to non-indigenous people (Keeler 2012).
Indigenous repatriation rights were first tackled by domestic legislation but have garnered
international attention (Keeler 2012). The repatriation movement met new obstacles at the
international level. The most notable obstacles were conflicting heritage laws and museum
policies in these different countries. Repatriation efforts also encountered trouble with the United
Nations “where indigenous communities remain nonvoting third parties in international matters
directly pertaining to their communities” (Keeler 2012). The UN addressed this by drafting the
Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples (UNDRIP) in 2007. UNDRIP declares that
indigenous peoples have self-determination and privacy rights over their cultural and religious
traditions, sacred sites, as well as property and repatriation rights over their cultural materials and
human remains (Keeler 2012).
Under colonial occupation, Indigenous peoples lost control over the ways in which their
cultural heritage was appropriated and represented, and are still struggling to assert complete
cultural sovereignty (Turnbull 2010). Long denied civil rights in their own countries and lacking
power of the nation-state in the international arena, indigenous peoples are gaining recognition of
their fundamental human rights through the UN Forum on Indigenous Issues (Keeler 2012).
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Human remains and cultural property are handled at the international level by
UNESCO’s Convention on the Means of Prohibiting and Preventing the Illicit Import, Export
and Transfer of Ownership of Cultural Property, and the Convention Concerning the Protection
of the World Cultural and National Heritage (Keeler 2012). Siedemann (2004) sees the World
Archaeological Congress (WAC)’s Vermillion Accord on Human Remains as a more suitable
model for international legal standardization than UNESCO’s conventions, as the Vermillion
Accord reflects real change at the ground level through the codes of ethics of professional
organizations involved in heritage management.
Keeler (2012) argues that handling repatriation on a case-by-case basis is better than
enacting strict laws. Keeler (2012) encourages the use of different repatriation approaches, such
as government initiated and funded claims and museum-initiated repatriation efforts on an
international scale. Nation-states can aid their indigenous peoples by putting governmental
power and funding behind negotiations. The State is a stronger negotiator in international law,
being able to put pressure on other governments in a way that that indigenous groups alone
cannot. So far, only Australia and New Zealand practice State-lead international repatriation
efforts. Such programs would be a boon to Native American communities inhibited by lack of
funding and international negotiating power. Museums worldwide can aid repatriation for all
indigenous peoples by creating a centralized, international inventory to inform indigenous
communities about cultural materials and human remains held in institutions of which they might
not be aware.
3.3 Repatriation Case Studies
The repatriation polices and practices in the countries discussed in the previous section
can be illustrated with case studies. The most notable cases come from the United States,
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Australia, and New Zealand.
3.3.1 Significant Repatriation Cases in the United States
3.3.1.1 Kennewick Man
In 1996, the discovery of skeletal remains along the banks of the Columbia River in
central Washington State sparked a very public and controversial legal battle between local
Native American tribes and the scientific community. Nicknamed for his proximity to the town
of Kennewick, Washington, Kennewick Man was the first significant challenge to NAGPRA.
Carbon dating revealed an age of over 9,000 years, and the discovery site lacked grave goods
that could associate the remains with a particular culture.
Jim Chatters, acting as a consulting archaeologist for the government, conducted an early
analysis on the remains and concluded that they belonged to a Caucasian male adult (Slayman
1997). “Caucasian”, as used in osteology, refers to the ancestral peoples of Europe, North Africa,
and Western and Central Asia. A facial reconstruction of Kennewick Man’s skull created by
Chatters and sculptor Thomas McClelland revealed a face that was popularly thought to bear
resemblance to actor Sir Patrick Stewart (Thomas 2000). The “Caucasian” label and the facial
reconstruction garnered media attention and increased public awareness of the Kennewick Man
case. Later osteological analysis of Kennewick Man using measurements the cranium, teeth, and
skeleton found no close relation between Kennewick Man and any contemporary Native
American population. Kennewick Man was then categorized as an early ancestor of Pacific
Island populations, including the indigenous Ainu of Japan (Jantz and Owsley 1997; Brace et al.
2001; Chatters 2002; Owsley and Jantz 2002).
The US Corps of Engineers (COE), on whose land Kennewick Man was found, took
possession of the remains while attempting to assign cultural affiliation in accordance with
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NAGPRA. Radiocarbon dating of a bone sample yielded an age of between 9300 and 9600 years
old (Chatters 2000). The extreme age of Kennewick Man and lack of associated cultural
materials isolated him from contemporary Indian populations in the area. The COE maintained
the intention of repatriating Kennewick Man’s remains, despite inconclusive cultural
identification. The scientific community criticized the COE, arguing that Kennewick Man had no
cultural affiliation, allowing continued study of the bones under the “culturally unidentifiable
human remains” clause in NAGPRA (Thomas 2000). These claims sparked a legal battle
between scientists, the COE, and the Umatilla, Colville, Yakama, and Nez Perce nations who
maintained that Kennewick Man was their ancestor.
A suit was brought against the COE for the right to conduct scientific research on
Kennewick Man. In August of 2002, Oregon U.S. District Judge John Jelderks ruled that since
Kennewick Man had no clear cultural or genealogical associations due to his extreme age, he
was not a Native American individual (Jelderks 2002). The tribes and the COE appealed this
decision in 2003 and the case was moved to the 9th District Court of Appeals (Bruning 2006). In
February of 2004, the Court of Appeals rejected the appeal, supporting Judge Jelderks decision
that there was no obvious evidence of kinship or cultural affiliation to any of the local tribes
(Bruning 2006; Cryne 2010). Scientific study of Kennewick Man’s remains was allowed to
proceed. Kennewick Man’s remains are currently housed in the Burke Museum at the University
of Washington (Burke Museum 2014).
3.3.1.2 Buhl Woman
In 1989, skeletal remains of a prehistoric woman were uncovered in a quarry near Buhl,
Idaho. Thomas J. Green of the Arkansas Archeological Survey led the investigation of the Buhl
Woman in cooperation with the nearby Shoshone-Bannock Tribe of Fort Hall, Idaho (Slayman
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1998). Buhl Woman’s skeleton was estimated to be nearly 11,000 years old (Green et al. 1998;
Slayman 1998). She was estimated to have been between 17 and 21 years old at the time of her
death, but no exact cause of death could be determined (Green et al. 1998). Without sparking
much controversy, Buhl Woman was reburied in 1993 (Slayman 1998). Bone measurements,
casts, and soil samples were retained with permission of the tribes for radiocarbon dating and
isotopic analysis (Green et al. 1998). As Buhl Woman was discovered on State land, NAGPRA
did not directly apply. Instead, she was repatriated under an Idaho State statute mandating that
remains determined to be Native American are to be returned to the nearest federally recognized
tribe (Slayman 1998).
3.3.1.3 Spirit Cave Man
Spirit Cave Man is a mummy excavated in 1940 by S.M. and Georgia Wheeler as part of
a salvage archaeology project in the caves around Grimes Point, Nevada (Wheeler 1997; Edgar
2007). The Bureau of Land Management (BLM) was the federal agency in control of the land
where the remains were discovered. Four burials were removed from Spirit Cave with the
earliest being the Spirit Cave Man (Wheeler 1997; Edgar 2007). Spirit Cave Man was put in
storage at the Nevada State Museum. Little work done on his remains until initial carbon dating
in 1994 revealed his age to be over 9,000 years (Touhy and Dansie 1997). Further dating done by
Kirner et al. (1997) put Spirit Man’s age at approximately 9,400 years.
Heather Edgar completed the first bioanthropological analysis of the remains in early
1996 (Edgar 1997). According to her study, the Spirit Cave Mummy lived to be 45 years old,
was not particularly robust, and had many spinal abnormalities (Edgar 1997). There is evidence
of a healed skull fracture that took place well before the time of death. Steele and Powell (2002)
and Owsley and Jantz (1997) focused attention on the biological affinity of Spirit Cave Man by
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conducting craniometrics analyses. Steele and Powell (2002) suggested that Spirit Cave Man was
most similar to Polynesians and Native Americans, while Owsley and Jantz concluded that he
had the closest affinity with archaic Ainu of Japan, bearing little affiliation with modern Native
American groups.
The study of Spirit Cave man brought the remains to public attention and fueled
controversy in the same way as Kennewick Man because of his extreme age and ambiguous
cultural affiliation. In 1997, the Paiute-Shoshone Tribe made a repatriation claim under
NAGPRA for the human remains and associated artifacts, as Spirit Cave is in territory belonging
to the Paiute as of 1978 (Edgar et al. 2007). This claim sparked a legal case over the cultural
affiliation assessment. Artifacts associated with Spirit Cave Man were found to share some
cultural attributes with materials historically created by the Paiute (Edgar et al. 2007). This
similarity helped to bolster the tribe’s claim in the absence of morphological resemblance.
However, the BLM, which was responsible for determining whether the Spirit Cave Man
was an ancestor of the Tribe, found no evidence of shared group identity between them and
Spirit Cave Man. The BLM ruled that Spirit Cave Man fell into the category of culturally
unidentifiable remains, allowing the agency to retain control of Spirit Cave Man indefinitely with
no obligation to repatriate (Rose 2000). The BLM stated that there was no material evidence
from the burial that could be reasonably affiliated with modern tribes in the area (Rose 2000).
Emphasizing Spirit Cave Man’s extreme age, the BLM argued that there was no proof of direct
lineal descent that would justify repatriation. Testimony from tribal elders asserting that the
Paiute have been in the area for more than the 10,000 years, suggesting a relationship between
them and Spirit Cave Man, was dismissed by the BLM. The agency argued that oral accounts
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were insufficient proof of a relationship stretching from the present day to the early Holocene
(Rose 2000).
The Paiute-Shoshone Tribe appealed the BLM’s ruling to the NAGPRA review
committee, who in turn advised the BLM to re-weigh the oral evidence of the tribe (Cryne 2010).
The review committee, however, is only advisory, and cannot mandate or offer a definitive
ruling (25 U.S.C. 3006(c)). The suit moved to the United States District Court for the District of
Nevada in 2006 (Cryne 2010). The court ruled that the BLM was erroneous in dismissing the
tribe’s evidence, and remanded the case back to the BLM for reconsideration (Fallon PaiuteShoshone Tribe v. United States Bureau of Land Management 2006; Cryne 2010). As of 2014,
there has not been a final decision whether Spirit Cave Man will be repatriated.
3.3.2 Significant Repatriation Cases in Australia
3.3.2.1 Lake Mungo Remains
Lake Mungo is part of the now-dry Willandra Lakes system of New South Wales,
Australia. In 1968, University of Melbourne geomorphologist Jim Bowler discovered bone
fragments eroding from the dry bed of Lake Mungo (Bowler et al. 1970). The fragments were
identified as human by physical anthropologist Alan Thorne at the Australian National
University. Thorne further identified the remains as belonging to an anatomically modern human
female, and subsequently labeled her “Lady Mungo” (Bowler et al. 1970; Bowler and Thorne
1976). An additional set of prehistoric human remains were found at Lake Mungo in 1974 that
were subsequently named “Mungo Man” (Bowler and Thorne 1976).
The sets of Mungo remains represent the oldest anatomically modern human inhabitants
of Australia (Bowler and Thorne 1976). Lady Mungo has undergone several carbon dating tests,
estimating her remains to be approximately 26,250 years old (Bowler and Magee 1999). Mungo
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Man was believed to be between 40,000 and 68,000 years old, though his actual age is disputed
because of problems with sample availability and preservation (Oyston 1996; Bowler and Magee
1999; Thorne et al. 1999; Brown 2000; Gillespie and Roberts 2000; Olley et al. 2006).
Thermoluminescence dating of the Mungo Man burial site indicated an age older than
24,600 but younger than 43,300 years ago (Oyston 1996). Thorne et al. (1999) came up with a
different estimate of 62,000 ± 6,000 years using a combination of data from uranium-thorium,
electron spin resonance, and optically stimulated luminescence dating. Additional tests suggest
that Mungo Man could not be older than 50,000 years (Brown 2000; Gillespie 2000). Without a
sample of the original soil that once lay above the burial, a minimum age for Mungo Man cannot
be established, yielding only a possible maximum age (Brown 2000).
Lady Mungo’s remains are one of the oldest known ritualized cremations in Australia
(Bowler et al. 1970; Bowler and Magee 1999). After Lady Mungo died, her remains were
cremated, then crushed and burned again before being covered in ochre powder and buried in a
shallow pit (Bowler et al. 1970). Mungo Man had been dusted with ochre around the time of his
burial, but he was not cremated. Mungo Man was buried on his back, with hands clasped at the
waist. The use of ochre in these contexts is the earliest known example of this particular burial
practice in Australia (Bowler and Thorne 1976).
While Mungo Man’s remains are available for further study, Lady Mungo was repatriated
in 1991 to a coalition of three New South Wales tribes: the Paakantji, the Mathi-Mathi, and the
Ngiyampaa (Smith and Burke 2003). Lady Mungo is now locked in a vault in the newly formed
Mungo National Park that can only be opened with two keys—one controlled by archaeologists,
the other by the tribes (Smith and Burke 2003). Despite the Mungo remains being taken without
tribal consent, the coalition recognized that study on the Mungo couple helped to enforce the
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depth of Aboriginal history and culture. For the return of the Mungo remains, the Australian
Foundation for National Parks & Wildlife worked with the tribes to prepare an Australian
Indigenous Knowledge and Research Centre at Mungo National Park. This center will serve as a
cultural center and as a “keeping place” for the Lake Mungo skeletal remains and associated
artifacts (Foundation for National Parks and Wildlife N.D.).
3.3.2.2 Lake Mungo Repatriation Controversies
While Lady Mungo was repatriated, the remains of Mungo Man stayed at the Australian
National University for on-going research. Repatriation requests for his remains did not cease,
however. In early 2014, a group of scientists lead by the original discover of the remains, Jim
Bowler, currently a Professor Emeritus at the Australian National University, responded to the
repatriation call (Bowler 2014; Westaway 2014).
Bowler (2014) stated that significant scientific research has been finished for some time
on Mungo Man, meaning that the remains should be returned to his descendants. Michael
Westaway (2014) of Griffith University, Queensland, Australia, took a different stance on the
repatriation of Mungo Man. Westaway (2014) contested Bowler’s statements, claiming that
during the first few decades Mungo Man spent at the Australian National University, his remains
were not accessible to scientists other than the original research team. Westaway (2014) argued
that few papers were published and little data was released during this time concerning the
Mungo remains. Westaway (2014) claims that the late Dr. Thorne of the original discovery team
was very protective of his research, and also cited sensitivity to the cultural and spiritual
concerns of Willandra Elders as the reason for not allowing exhaustive research.
Westaway (2014) took issue with the claim, stating that he and his colleagues at Griffith
University have met with Willandra Elders to explain new research methods and propose new
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studies. Over the last 10 years, the Elders have granted Westaway and his colleagues access to
the Mungo Man remains (Westaway 2014). The latest research proposal involved the recovery of
ancient DNA for use in next generation sequencing (Westaway 2014). This work was to be
funded by the Australian Research Council. Despite this on-going access, there have been plans
made by both Elders and scientists to repatriate the last of the Lake Mungo remains. Further,
repatriation plans have hastened in the last year by Emeritus Professor Bowler (Bowler 2014).
3.3.2.3 Ngarrindjeri Old People
The Ngarrindjeri are the aboriginal people of the lower Murray River region in South
Australia. The Ngarrindjeri people consisted as separate tribes before the time of British
occupation (Fforde 2009). The tribes of the Ngarrindjeri had varying funerary customs. Some
smoke-dried bodies before placing them on platforms in trees or in rock shelters, later gathering
the bones for burial, while others buried the intact bodies (Fforde 2009). For the Ngarrindjeri and
other Aborigine communities, ancestors are the ‘Old People’ whose physical remains must be
kept complete and buried accordingly to prevent spiritual unrest (Fforde 2009; Hemming and
Wilson 2010). With the onset of British colonization in the 19th century, Ngarrindjeri burials
were routinely looted for human remains to be sent back to the UK for scientific study. The nonconsensual disturbance of the graves of the Old People came to symbolize the sum of the
historical injustices toward Australian Aborigines (Wilson 2009). Repatriation of the Old People
was the critical first step in reparation.
Repatriation efforts in Australia were initially focused abroad, demanding the return of
the Old People to their descendants from museums in the U.K. The Tasmanian Aboriginal
Community presented the first formal repatriation requests for their Old People to the University
of Edinburgh in the late 1980’s (Wilson 2009). The University of Edinburgh had returned the
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bulk of its Aboriginal human remains collection by 1991, spurring the National Museum of
Australia to do likewise (Wilson 2009). In 2003, Ngarrindjeri officials collected the last of their
Old People’s remains from the Edinburgh Collection and the National Museum of Australia
(Wilson 2009). The remains of nearly 300 individuals were repatriated, making this event the
largest single repatriation case in Australia (Fforde 2009; Wilson 2009; Hemming and Wilson
2010).
The act of repatriation established constructive cooperation between institutions, the
aboriginal community, and the Australian government. The repatriation of the Old People,
however, was only the first challenge for the Ngarrindjeri (Wilson 2009). Once the remains were
returned, the Ngarrindjeri community still faced the difficult issues of providing the proper care
and reburial of their Old People. Funding had to be found, appropriate storage had to be
arranged, locations and rituals agreed upon, and the State and Federal governments had to be
consulted for final approval of burial sites (Wilson 2009). The Repatriation Unit at the National
Museum of Australia has assisted the Ngarrindjeri, but the complex reburial process is still
ongoing.
3.3.3 Significant Repatriation Cases in New Zealand
3.3.3.1 Mokomokai Heads
Mokomokai, also known as toi moki, are the elaborately tattooed, preserved heads of
New Zealand’s indigenous Maori peoples. The moko facial tattoos were a traditional part of
Maori culture and symbolized social stratification. Moko tattoos signified a high rank in society,
and were mostly worn by chiefs and renowned warriors. Toi moki were originally intended to
serve as sacred memorials when a warrior’s entire body could not be brought back from battle
(Stumpe 2005). The art form of moko tattoos and its practitioners were traditionally hidden by
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social taboos that protected the sacred protocol from outside influence and theft (Stumpe 2005).
Europeans made contact with the Maori in the early 19th century, opening doors to trade
and settlement in New Zealand. The first historical report of toi moko comes from the Cook
voyages in 1770 (Stumpe 2005). Trade gave Maori warriors access to firearms that could give
them military advantage over neighboring bands. European opportunists used this social
disruption to create a lucrative market for mokomokai, which were bartered for firearms (Stumpe
2005). The New South Wales government issued a ban in 1831 on trading mokomokai heads
outside of New Zealand, which served to end warring between Maori communities (Stumpe
2005).
In 1988, the purported sale of a Maori tattooed head at Bonham’s auction house in
London alerted the public to the sale of human remains (Stumpe 2005). Overwhelmed by public
concern and Maori objections, the auction house withdrew the head from sale and returned it to
the Maori (Stumpe 2005). This precedent prompted the identification and return of other Maori
heads and human remains in U.K. and European repositories. By November 2000, all
mokomokai moki and other Maori human remains held by foreign and domestic repositories had
been repatriated (Stumpe 2005).
3.4 Comparing Repatriation Policies, Practices, and Significant Cases
Prominent cases from the United States, Australia, and New Zealand highlight the
varying ideologies of repatriation. In Australia and New Zealand, the concept of indigenous
control of cultural heritage and property was first propagated socially and professionally whereas
in the United States such control was mandated by law. Australia and New Zealand work on
behalf of aboriginal communities for the repatriation of ancestral remains and secret sacred
objects from abroad.
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The United States lacks an international reparation policy and does not offer
governmental support to Native Americans seeking repatriation of cultural materials and human
remains housed in foreign repositories. This is due to the complicated sovereignty relationship
Native American tribes have with the United States government. Native Americans are given
U.S. citizenship individually while tribes are given nation status. For this reason, the United
States government is not formally involved in tribal repatriation claims concerning foreign
repositories.
Despite the absence of a national repatriation law in Canada, The Royal Commission on
Aboriginal Peoples (RCAP) and the Assembly of First Nations/Canadian Museum Association
(AFN-CMA) formed to assist repatriation. The programs encourage cooperation between First
Nations, scientists, and museums, as does the Vermillion Accord. The National Museum of
Australia formed its own repatriation unit to assist aboriginal communities without the prompting
of a national repatriation law. Programs like these reflect changes in discourse at the ground level
through the codes of ethics of professional organizations involved in heritage management. The
programs also illustrate how effective repatriation can take place without formal legislation.
Repatriation has sparked the most public and academic contention in the United States, as
it came about through legislation and is compulsory for federally funded institutions. Weiss
(2001) sums up anti-repatriation arguments in the United States, stating that the reburial of
ancient skeletons is a serious impediment to scientific study. Weiss (2001) takes issue with the
repatriation of the 10,000 year old Buhl Woman in Idaho, stating that valuable information about
peopling of North America has been lost by repatriating the remains to the Shoshone-Bannock
tribe.
The discovery of Kennewick Man kindled a decade long legal battle while proactive
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cooperation between interested parties achieved repatriation for Lady Mungo (Smith and Burke
2003). Scientists argued that Kennewick Man was a novel discovery and a rare specimen with
much scientific promise, which is why they were hesitant to let the remains be returned. The
presence of an additional Lake Mungo specimen helped Lady Mungo’s repatriation case.
Like New Zealand, the Australian government works on behalf of aboriginal
communities for the repatriation of ancestral remains and secret sacred objects from abroad. The
Ngarrindjeri case illustrates the constructive cooperation between institutions, the indigenous
community, and the Australian government that facilitated the return of over 300 skeletons from
overseas (Wilson 2009).
Keeler (2012) encourages the use of different repatriation approaches, such as
government initiated and funded claims and museum initiated repatriation offers on an
international scale. States can aid their indigenous peoples by putting governmental power and
funding behind negotiations. The nation-state is a stronger negotiator in international law by
being able to assert pressure on other governments in a way that that indigenous peoples cannot.
So far, only Australia and New Zealand use state lead international repatriation claims. Such
programs would be a boon to Native American communities inhibited by lack of funding and
international negotiating power. Museums can help by creating a centralized, international
inventory to inform indigenous communities on cultural material and remains held in institutions
of which they might not be aware.
3.4.1 Kennewick Man and Spirit Cave Man
Kennewick Man and Spirit Cave Man court rulings that ancient remains do not qualify as
Native American under NAGPRA raises the question of what is the temporal threshold at which
ancient remains became Native American (Edgar et al. 2007). As cultural evidence concerning
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Kennewick Man’s affiliation was absent, the repatriation decision depended on the legal
acceptance of oral traditions of the Columbia Plateau tribes. The Umatilla tribe argued that their
traditions went back more than 10,000 years in the area where Kennewick was discovered,
proving their people to be the heirs of Kennewick Man. By ruling in Bonnichsen v. United States
that Kennewick Man had no cultural or genealogical links to contemporary American Indians
and could not be defined as Native American, the court rejected the legitimacy of oral histories.
Kennewick Man’s age is the main argument against repatriation; he is too old to be
affiliated with any current human population. Siedemann (2004) suggests that indigenous
cultural claims to remains that stretch into the domain of paleoanthropology are akin to modern
Europeans requesting the repatriation of Neandertals. Media sensationalism also influenced the
Kennewick Man case by fixating on misinterpreted notions of race, chiefly that Kennewick Man
was “Caucasian”, bearing more relation to Europeans colonists than Native Americans.
Accusations of racism and inflamed discussions of ethnicity created strong oppositions and
spoiled opportunities for amicable cooperation.
The repatriation controversy surrounding Spirit Cave Man evokes parallel arguments
regarding Kennewick Man. Both cases involve a long legal battle between scientists and tribes
that sought to balance the ethical and scientific implications of reburying ancient human remains
(Cryne 2010). These two cases embodied the various interests in the repatriation controversy. On
one side of the debate is the right of descendants to handle their ancestors’ bodies in accordance
with their own traditions. On the other side is the desire for materials to stay available for the
current and future study of human history, as ancient human remains sufficiently intact for
scientific research are extremely rare. The lawsuits in both of these cases hinged on whether,
under the definitions in NAGPRA, Kennewick and Spirit Cave men were Native American and
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whether they were culturally affiliated with any contemporary, federally recognized tribe (Edgar
et al 2007).
There is no cultural context for Kennewick Man. In contrast, there is obvious evidence
that Spirit Cave Man was intentionally buried, and that the associated cultural materials were
representative of his cultural identity. The style of the clothing and other grave goods found with
Spirit Cave Man offer insights into his material culture and human culture which could be used
when establishing cultural affiliation for repatriation.
Judge Jelderks ruled that Kennewick Man is not Native American under NAGPRA,
which set a legal precedent for the Spirit Cave Man case. Edgar et al. (2007) argued against the
use of precedents in cases of ancient remains, instead favoring a case-by-case consideration. This
technique is used in Canada, as no federal repatriation law along the lines of NAGPRA has been
passed. Keeler (2012) argues that handling repatriation on a case-by-case basis is better than
enacting laws with strict protocols that may not take into account the unique and personal nature
of repatriation for each community.
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Chapter 4—Legal Analysis of NAGPRA
4.1 Introduction
NAGPRA is a complex law that draws upon many aspects of the American legal system
to regulate the control of Native American human remains and cultural materials. The law has
equally complex regulations, some of which have sparked controversy and animosity between
repatriation activists and opponents. This chapter will conduct a brief legal examination of
NAGPRA to resolve misunderstandings of the Act’s provisions and regulations.
Interpreting NAGPRA as a property law, concerns have been raised that the Act
constitutes unconstitutional taking of private property. On the other hand, interpreting the Act as
a civil rights mandate, there have been concerns that NAGPRA violates the First Amendment’s
freedom of expression and separation of church and state provisions. Citing these violations,
opponents to the Act have argued that repatriation is not constitutionally legal. However,
repatriation has been supported by the U.S. constitution.
NAGPRA is a multifaceted law that strives to address the thorny issue of possession of
indigenous human remains and cultural objects. This chapter will examine the different legal
aspects of NAGPRA through property, constitutional, and tribal sovereignty law to address
common misconceptions of the Act’s provisions and contentions in its implementation. As part
of the property law discussion, this chapter will address cultural property and expound on the
cultural affiliation section of NAGPRA.
4.2 Property Law
The social construct of property is a system to control the appropriation and use of
resources. The traditional definition of property used in the American legal system is anything
tangible or intangible that falls into one of three categories: real, private, and intellectual (Aoki
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1996; Carruthers and Ariovich 2004; Carpenter, Katyal, and Riley 2009). Real property is
immovable, such as land or permanent structures. Personal (private) property consists of
moveable and tangible objects. An article of private property, however, can contain intangible
features, as objects are often imbued with unique cultural values. Intellectually property, while
still considered private property, consists of novel inventions and unique expressions of human
intellect. Cultural constructs such as symbols, rituals, and traditional knowledge are considered
forms of intellectual property, falling into the subcategory of cultural property.
Property rights determine power relationships between members of a society, as they
involve a transfer of institutional power to private individuals they they can wield against others
(Carruthers and Ariovich 2004). Property rights are integral to social and institutional
interactions, as they give owners authority to make decisions about the manufacture, use,
distribution, sale, and destruction of an object or resource (Carruthers and Ariovich 2004).
4.3 Cultural Property
The legal construct of cultural property was created during the Hague Convention on the
Protection of Cultural Property in 1954 (Mezey 2007). In 1970, UNESCO put forth the
Convention on the Means of Prohibiting and Preventing the Illicit Import, Export and Transfer of
Ownership of Cultural Property, which was amended in 2003 to expand the concept of cultural
property to include the concepts of heritage, and intangible cultural heritage. Under this
convention, these additional concepts refer to the customs, demonstrations, language, and
knowledge of a people as well as the tools and objects used to express intangible culture (Mezey
2007). Intangible cultural heritage is transmitted from generation to generation, constantly
recreated in response to interactions with the environment and other people (Mezey 2007).
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Tangible and intangible aspects of heritage provide people with a sense of social and cultural
identity as well as historical continuity.
The concepts of title, alienation, and heritage are integral to a study of cultural property.
Title is often represented by physical documents providing evidence of ownership. Transfer of
title is a way of reassigning ownership and its associated rights. Title is different from
possession, which itself is not enough to prove rightful ownership. In Western property cases, the
current owner of an object is rarely the original owner but has acquired title through gift,
contract, exchange, or sale (Carruthers and Ariovich 2004). Title can be forfeited through
abandonment (alienation). Alienation can take place by the donation or gift of an object, but can
also happen through misplacement or purposeful desertion (Gold 1996). Repositories claim
ownership to such materials by using the right of first possession theory of property law (Gold
1996). This theory holds that ownership is justified simply by someone claiming an object before
someone else.
Arguments against repatriation often focus on right of first possession and alienation,
claiming that most objects sought for repatriation have at some time been abandoned by their
original cultures, which forfeits title (Mezey 2007). However, these arguments overlook the
concept of communal and inalienable property. Communal property includes tangible or
intangible materials produced by a community without independent actions of creation (Mezey
2007). Inalienable property cannot be owned or disposed of by any one individual member of a
culture (Mezey 2007; Burns Colman 2010:87).
Since inalienable property lacks title, Burns Colman (2010:88) argues that such property
belongs solely to the originating culture or community and cannot legally be possessed by any
institution or outside group by any means. Arguments for repatriation focus on inalienable
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communal property. Inalienable property in regards to repatriation refers to a material with such
enduring traditional and cultural significance to a people that it cannot be abandoned without the
destruction of their collective identity (Mezey 2007).
4.4 Common Law
Common law, also known as case or precedent law, is a legal system developed through
court decisions. Common law gives great weight to precedents on the principle that it is unjust to
rule differently in similar cases (Johnson and Haensly 1992). Under common law, ownership of
buried objects goes to the landowner. Unearthed human remains, however, are generally treated
as a form of quasi-property of which survivors or descendants act as stewards for the purpose of
conducting a funeral (Johnson and Haensly 1992). Grave goods are the property of the
individuals who supplied them or of the deceased’s descendants, though ownership in this case is
also limited to re-internment (Johnson and Haensly 1992).
4.5 Constitutional Law
As mentioned in Chapter 2 in reference to culturally unaffiliated remains, there have been
arguments that reparation is unconstitutional. Weiss (2008) argues that repatriation claimants are
allowed to breach the separation of Church and State and to impinge on scientific freedom by
requesting the return of human remains and cultural materials for appropriate religious burial.
Despite this, the Supreme Court has held that incidental infringement on the freedom of
scientific study is acceptable when the government recognizes compelling interests, such as
returning misappropriated Native American human remains to their descendants (Hibbert 1999).
Meighan (1992) argues that NAGPRA violates the First Amendment by favoring Native
American religion over scientific evidence. Meighan (1992) also claims that repatriation is a
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taking of private property in violation of the Fifth Amendment, in that NAGPRA mandates the
destruction of legally acquired museum collections.
Common law as well as the First, Fifth, and Fourteenth Amendments of the U.S.
Constitution reinforce the legality of repatriation. Native Americans’ First Amendment freedom
of religious practice right is infringed when ancestral dead are withheld from reburial by
repositories. The Fifth and Fourteenth Amendments mandate equal protection for citizens. As
common law protects the graves of the deceased, the history of Indian grave desecration in the
U.S. violates the provisions in these amendments.
The manner in which the U.S. legal system historically dealt with Native American
burials conflicts with the common law protection of human remains and graves, such as the
surgeon general’s mandate for skeletal collection through looting (Trope and Echo-Hawk 1992).
This is one of the reasons that repatriation claims are supported by multiple areas of U.S. law.
Common law, as well as the First, Fifth, and Fourteenth Amendments offer legal reinforcement
for repatriation. Common law does not recognize property rights over human remains or grave
goods for landowners or individuals who make a discovery of such materials (Johnson and
Haensly 1992). Possession is allowed only by the next of kin for reburial. The Antiquities Act
broke from common law by treating Indian dead as archaeological resources and Federal
property. Native Americans’ First Amendment freedom of religious practice right is infringed
when ancestral dead are withheld from reburial by repositories (Trope and Echo-Hawk 1992).
The Fifth and Fourteenth Amendments mandate equal protection for citizens, which is violated
by the history of grave desecration and misappropriation of Native American remains (Trope and
Echo-Hawk 1992).
4.6 Sovereignty
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As the Meriam Report found, the U.S. government was misguided in its policies and
practices regarding Native Americans. Assimilation policies such as the Dawes Act and
mandatory boarding school attendance did not achieve the goal of seamlessly incorporating
Native Americans into the dominant Euro-American culture. The Indian New Deal sought to
address problems between the U.S. government and Native American tribes through consultation
and cooperation, but it did not go as far as to afford complete sovereignty to tribes. The
termination policies of the 1940s and 50s threatened to eliminate tribal sovereignty altogether by
doing away with Native American status.
Since tribal termination has been abandoned, state-like sovereignty has been used by the
United States government to carryout Indian policy. Unites States Indian policy is a mix of
federalism and trust (Frederickson 1998). Federalism is a form of government in which a
centralized governing body shares state sovereignty with smaller political units, such as states
and provinces (Frederickson 1998). In the U.S. common law system, a “trust” involves property
being held and managed by one party for another (Minzner 2006). Federal agencies such as the
Bureaus of Indian Affairs and Land Management have acted as the trustee of lands reserved for
Native American tribes (Smith 1995; Minzner 2006).
American Indian tribes are not considered minorities, but sovereign peoples, even though
they lack the political power and voting privileges of nation-states (Keeler 2012). This front of
nation-state sovereignty breaks down in the international context. International sovereignty
constitutes power relations between separate and independently governed nations. Native
American tribes, while having some degree self-determination and governance within their
reservation borders, are ultimately subject to the jurisdiction of the United States (Fredrickson
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1998; Minzner 2006). This complicated sovereignty hinders Native Americans when making
repatriation claims at foreign repositories.
The New Zealand government negotiates international repatriation requests on behalf of
its Maori peoples. Australia promotes repatriation as cooperating with fellowman for a stronger
nation. The United States government does not put its weight behind repatriation requests from
Native Americans to foreign countries, as does New Zealand. In these cases, the U.S.
government cites American Indian tribal sovereignty, regardless of Native Americans’ status as
American citizens (Keeler 2012).
Critics of repatriation, such as Weiss (2008) and Meighan (1992), argue that it is not the
responsibility of repositories to make reparative efforts to sovereign peoples. In the international
arena, American Indian tribes are afforded little recognition as sovereign states and lack
negotiating power (Hanna 2005; Keeler 2012). It is important for international repatriation
policies to acknowledge the sovereignty of federally recognized tribes in the United States by
allowing them international negotiating privileges.
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Chapter 5—Summary, Discussion, and Concluding Remarks
5.1 Summary
The need for repatriation legislation resulted from the colonial histories of the United
States, Canada, Australia, and New Zealand. The push for medical and scientific advancement in
the 19th century called for readily available human skeletal material, which encouraged grave
robbing. Indigenous graves were singled out during this era; as such graves lacked the protection
of common law.
As a result of this troubled collection history, the most prominent repatriation efforts
come from the former colonial nations of the Unites States, Canada, Australia, and New Zealand.
In the United States, repatriation legislation such as the NMAIA and NAGPRA resulted from a
series of social movements, starting with the civilizing movement in the 1800s, the civil rights
movement in the 1960s, and the repatriation movement in the 1980s. The repatriation movement
gained international attention and sparked similar repatriation policies in Australia and New
Zealand.
In the United States, petitions from repatriation advocates for the removal of Native
American human remains and cultural materials housed in the Smithsonian Institute lead to the
National Museum of the American Indian Act of 1989. This Act only pertained to the
Smithsonian’s collections. Legislators then worked to pass a law that would apply to all federally
associated repositories. After several drafts, the Native American Graves Protection and
Repatriation Act was passed in 1990.
In Australia, repatriation started with cooperation between repositories, professional
organizations, and indigenous comminities. In 1984, Australia passed an indigenous heritage
protection law with the Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Heritage Protection Act
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(ATSIHPA). Beside the ATSIHPA, the Australian government has created other repatriation
programs, such as the Return of Indigenous Cultural Property Program, formed in 2006.
Australian states have also implemented repatriation programs to address indigenous finds on
state land and aboriginal materials in state repositories.
The New Zealand government passed the Protected Objects Act in 1975 and the Historic
Places Act (HPA) in 1993. The Act covers indigenous human remains as well as cultural
materials, and is applicable both at the governmental and private level. The New Zealand
government also pursues the repatriation of human remains and cultural objects held in foreign
institutions on behalf of Maori communities. In this way, New Zealand is one of the most
proactive and supportive governments, putting the might and capital of the state behind its
indigenous communities.
The Canadian government and federally associated repositories negotiate repatriation on
a case-by-case basis, guided by a task force created in 1989 by the Canadian Museums
Association and the Assembly of First Nations. As do the Australian states, Canadian provinces
develop and enforce their own repatriation legislation. In the international arena, UNDRIP
declared that indigenous peoples have self-determination and property rights over their cultural
materials and human remains.
Repatriation has sparked siginficant controversy in the United States, as it was mandated
through legislation and is compulsory for federally funded institutions. Repatriation has also
been controversial because it attempts to reconcile opposing views regarding ownership of
human skeletal remains. Human remains are imbued with aspects of personhood as well as
individual and cultural identity. Beyond their social properties, human remains have scientific
value as evidence of past lifeways and human evolution. Repatriation has been contentious
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because it questions which aspect of human remains is more important, social or scientific
values. The Kennewick Man and Spirit Cave Man cases involve a long legal battle between
scientists and tribes seeking to balance the scientific implications of reburying ancient human
remains with tribes’ right to have ancestors reburied in the manner they wish. Media
sensationalism influenced the Kennewick Man case by fixating on misinterpreted notions of
race. Accusations of racism and inflamed debates over ethnicity created strong oppositions and
spoiled opportunities for amicable cooperation between scientists and Native American groups.
Despite conspicuous, polarizing arguments over the importance of religious versus scientific
evidence, Zimmerman (2005) stressed that there has been great strides in collaboration between
Native American communities and archaeologists.
NAGPRA draws upon many areas of the American legal system, such as property,
constitutional, and tribal sovereignty law. Concerns have been raised that repatriation is an
unconstitutional taking of property from repositories, and that it violates the First Amendment’s
freedom of expression and separation of church and state provisions. However, common law, the
First, Fifth, and Fourteenth Amendments offer legal reinforcement to repatriation.
The property law concepts of title, alienation, and heritage are integral to a study of
repatriation. Arguments against repatriation often focus on first possession and alienation,
claiming that most objects sought for repatriation have at some time been abandoned by their
original culture, which forfeits ownership rights. Burns Colman (2010:87) argues that title and
alienation do not apply to the human remains and cultural materials sought for repatriation, as
they are part of a people’s inalienable cultural heritage. This means that human remains and
cultural materials belong solely to the originating culture and cannot legally be possessed by any
oustide institution or group.
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Native American tribes have some degree self-determination and governance, though
they are ultimately subject to the jurisdiction of the United States government. In the
international arena, Native American tribes have little recognition as sovereign states and lack
negotiating power. This complicated quasi-sovereignty impedes Native Americans when making
repatriation claims at foreign repositories. The theater of international law is ideal for creating a
set of minimum repatriation standards which nations could implement in the absence of domestic
repatriation laws. As many repatriation cases—most noticeably in Australia and New Zealand—
take place on the international level, global standards would facilitate indigenous repatriation
between nations.
5.2 Discussion
5.2.1 Repatriation as a Power Struggle
Power is the ability to influence. It depends on authority and legitimacy. Power
relationships also depend on the existence of ‘the Other’, which is determined by a society’s
law, traditions, class structure, and distribution of privilege (Sarukkai 1997). While ‘the Other’ is
often the party over which power is wielded, social groups can also present themselves as ‘the
Other’ in an attempt to gain power (Sarukkai 1997). Property rights are intrinsically linked to
power, as they confer the ability to control the use, preservation, or destruction of the materials
owned. By emphasizing its cultural uniqueness, a people or ethnic group can claim ownership
rights to its cultural materials, allowing the group to control the representation of these materials.
Groups must maintain this cultural distinctiveness, as it is tied to their legitimacy and authority
of representation.
Authority and legitimacy are also bound to sovereignty. Indigenous groups seek
sovereignty by struggling against political, ethnic, social, and religious domination (Keeler
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2012). The State is often the opponent. The sovereign state is the principal embodiment of power
(Reus-Smit 2001). A sovereign state is characterized by a central government with authority over
a clearly defined and defended geographical area (Reus-Smit 2001). Sovereign states exist within
the international legal system and have the capacity to negotiate with other sovereign states
(Keeler 2012). Such states are neither dependent nor subject to to any other state. A state claims
and legitimizes jurisdictional authority over its territory through recognition as a sovereign entity
by other sovereign entities (Reus-Smit 2001). For a state to declare sovereignty and have
negotiation clout, it must be recognized as such by other sovereign states.
Terra nullius is a term used in international law to describe territory that has never been
subject to an internationally recognized sovereign state (Keeler 2012). Colonizing terra nullius
put the area under state jurisdiction. This term was used to justify the colonization of Australia,
New Zealand, and North America (Keeler 2012). Indigenous peoples already occupied these
lands and governed their own communities, but they were not recognized as sovereign states or
afforded state privileges in international law (Hanna 2005).
Riding In (2012) described the repatriation movement as the Indigenous struggle against
cultural and political oppression under European colonization. The repatriation movement sought
to overthrow the legal and social ambivalence that made those practices possible (Riding In
2012). The movement spread worldwide in the later half of the 20th century, where the dominant,
state-based system was challenged by demands for sovereignty by indigenous peoples (Keeler
2012). Initially, some anthropologists and scientists were hesitant to adopt an attitude of
cooperation between scientific and indigenous communities in a struggle over the control of
cultural information (McGowan and LaRoche 1996).
The control of cultural history and material resources requires a delicate balance between
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the concerns of many stakeholders. Bruning (2006) outlines repatriation as a method by which
researchers, repositories, and tribes are expected to balance differing interests in managing the
material record of the past. During debate in the Senate, Sen. McCain stated that NAGPRA
would effectively balance the interest of Native Americans regarding the just and respectful
return of their ancestors with the educational interest of museums in maintaining American
cultural heritage (Senate Debate 1990). Sen. Inouye stated that the Act was not about the value of
scientific inquiry but about human rights, returning to Native Americans the power to control the
representation of their cultures and the fate of their ancestors remains.
In museum or scientific settings, human skeletal remains are “decontextualized to remove
social and religious taboos” (McGowan and LaRoche 1996). Once a human skeleton is devoid of
taboos, it can be perceived as property, making the scientific value of the remains superior to
spiritual integrity (McGowan and LaRoche 1996). Koehler (2007) states that the manner in
which human remains and cultural objects are treated through collection and interpretation
reflect the social attitude toward the cultures the materials represent. Removing human remains
from their original context for outside interpretation is an exercise of control, as appropriate
cultural context is important to identity construction (McGowan and LaRoche 1996; Koehler
2007).
5.2.2 Culture and Identity
As cultural distinctions and values are fundamental aspects of the power struggle in
repatriation, it is important to discuss the concepts of culture and identity. Culture is difficult to
define. It can refer to a collection of human actions that cannot be attributed to biological
inheritance. Culture can contain both physical and intangible manifestations of human intellect
that are regarded by a group to have been achieved collectively (Cerulo 1997). These
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manifestations can take the form of language, religion, customs, means of subsistence, and
creative expressions such as folklore, art, and music. The complicating factor is that culture does
not necessarily exist in discrete groups (Gupta and Ferguson 1992). Culture can be shared by
people who do not share a collective identity. Culture can transcend national boarders.
Identity can be defined as the set of distinctive characteristics which an individual
attributes himself. Identity can also refer to the shared characteristics claimed by the members of
group to distinguish themselves from other groups. At this level, identifying characteristics form
the collective identity. Identity construction is a social process that occurs through interactions
with other individuals and groups (Cerulo 1997). The same structures that influence agency also
play into individual and group identity construction. Identity constructions are self-reflexive
displays of the collective agency of a group (Cerulo 1997). Of interest are the mechanisms by
which individual and group distinctions are established, maintained, and altered in an
increasingly interconnected world (Calhoun 1993).
Nations and peoples do not necessarily embody their own distinctive cultures and cultural
identities. The terms “people” and “culture”, however, are commonly used as if interchangeable
(Gupta and Ferguson 1992). These terms are attached to the name of the country or people in
which they exist, such as “Native American people”, or “Native American culture” (Nagel
1995). Cultures and peoples are not fixed. Human populations are mobile and cultural
boundaries are fluid.
Modern multiculturalism shapes repatriation discourse. Multiculturalism attempts to
preserve cultural distinctions while acknowledging and attempting to balance power relations
between subordinate cultures and a dominant one (Gupta and Ferguson 1992). Control over
Native American human remains cannot be understood apart from the broader processes of
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Native American self-representation viewed against multiculturalism (Johnson 2005).
Repatriation battles over unidentifiable human remains might indicate that purposefully
propagating cultural differences are means of acquiring greater sovereignty and power to oppose
the dominate culture.
Repatriation claims must include narratives that convincingly link the claimants to the
objects or human remains in question, even if they are ancient, as with Kennewick Man. Johnson
(2005) points out that these narratives are often oppositional, highlighting cultural differences or
animosities. To prove cultural affiliation under NAGPRA, claimants must present themselves as
members of a unique culture which has existed continually in a fixed territory for thousands of
years (Trope and Echo-Hawk 1992). While repatriation efforts try to fight the 19th century
colonial notion that American Indian tribes were discrete cultures to be collected and preserved,
cultural affiliation requirements force tribes to represent themselves as such. This is particularly
the case with repatriation claims for ancient human remains. In such cases, tribes must present
themselves as sharing a unique, unchanged culture that has existed in a finite territory for
millennia.
The human remains of Native Americans held in repositories exist in different realms
where they represent both spiritual and scientific value. Like the remains sought for repatriation,
contemporary American Indians occupy a hybrid space. They live at multiple levels of culture,
law, sovereignty, and citizenship (Deloria 1978). As NAGPRA was born of the modern American
legal system, claimants must represent their cultures as both pre-colonial and modern (Johnson
2005). Tribes must show cultural and geographical continuity with the materials in question that
pre-date colonial events while also associating that culture with a contemporary, recognized
tribe.
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In the United States, there are many federally recognized American Indian tribes that vie
for cultural affiliation to human remains and cultural materials. In cases of unidentifiable
remains, there are often disputes between multiple tribes who all have equally valid claims.
Because of this, disputes between scientific, academic, and tribal organizations in highly volatile
cases such as Kennewick Man and Spirit Cave Man are decided in court, which can be construed
as a tip in the power balance toward the U.S. government.
Zimmerman (2005) cites the Bonnichsen v. United States decision in the Kennewick Man
case when stating that scientific values have at times been given greater weight than cultural
values in court. In this decision, the court endorsed the idea that remains and materials from the
extreme past are part of a common heritage shared by all peoples. This undermines the intent of
NAGPRA, which seeks to give Native American tribes sole proprietary rights of ancestral
remains and cultural resources, as well as control of their own cultural representations.
5.2.3 Problems with a Property Discourse
In the 1980s, Native American activism shifted away from the tumultuous demonstrations
of the 1960s with a new focus on gaining control over cultural materials and ancestral remains
(Hutt and McKeown 1999). Public attention was brought to the extensive museum collections of
Native American remains and cultural materials, as well as to the grave looting practices that
initially brought these materials into repositories (Fine-Dare 2002). Grave desecration and the
misappropriation of cultural materials can be seen as human rights violations, denying Native
Americans consent, self-determination, and burial protection under common law (Trope and
Echo-Hawk 1992). Hutt and McKeown (1999) argue that cultural property rights are essential to
human rights for indigenous peoples.
Legislation was sought that would address these violations through the property law
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system (Hutt and McKeown 1999). NAGPRA is intended not to grant advantages to any specific
party, but to “equalize the legal landscape” (Hutt and McKeown 1999). The Act extends common
law protections to Native American graves, remains and cultural materials, as well as conferring
property rights to these materials. One way in which property rights readily adapt to repatriation
is through the common law protection of graves and human remains. As discussed in the
common law section of the previous chapter, human remains are not articles of property and
cannot carry full property rights beyond the right of descendants to dispose of the dead as they
wish.
Beyond this, the property law system of the United States does not readily accept the
communal, inalienable property sought in repatriation cases. Private property and private
ownership form the basis of American property law. The traditional and deeply embedded
definition of property in this legal system is tangible or intangible materials over which the
owner has the right to consume, alter, destroy, share, sell, transfer, gift or abandon as they chose.
The concepts of alienation and right of first possession are integral components of the American
property law system. Alienation means that when materials are abandoned purposfully, lost, or
misplaced by the owner, property rights to the materials are forfeit. First possession holds that
ownership of property that has been alienated is justified by finding or seizing it before someone
else.
Repatriation of communally owned cultural materials challenge this traditional system of
property law, as it is claimed that such materials are inalienable. They cannot be considered to
have been abandoned by the culture of origin. This means that the right of first possesion cannot
legally be claimed for repositories to house such materials. Despite this, repatriation as it exists
in the United States is grounded in the language of property law. It is essentially a proprietary
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struggle between interested parties for the right to control access, use, and interpretation of
materials. A particular sticking point in the struggle is the question of whether any group has
ownership rights to materials which a culture defines as belonging to its own heritage, given that
cultures share many practices and materials and have done so throughout human history
(Zimmerman 2005).
Carpenter, Katyal, and Riley (2009) call for the concepts of communal ownership and
cultural heritage to be included more readily in the Western property paradigm, which has long
focused on individual, exclusionary rights. This requires thinking of people-hood instead of
person-hood (Carpenter, Katyal, and Riley 2009). But as discussed in the last section, there is a
problem with defining a people, as they do not necessarily share the same culture. Common
ancestry, geography, language, religion, or politics do not inevitably point to a collective cultural
identity. The act of defining a people by these criteria creates a ficticious homogeneity that does
not exist in real human populations.
In Australia and New Zealand, repatriation laws are not framed in terms of property
rights. Australia and New Zealand use repatriation as means to mend social and political fences.
For those countries and their indigenous populations, repatriation is about human rights and
social reconciliation (Short 2003). In the U.S., repatriation is framed in polarizing terms of
property and ownership. In the United States, repatriation might have been more agreeable in the
spirit of human and civil rights over the exclusionary language of property.
5.3 Concluding Remarks
While some scholars lamented the potential loss to science from repatriation, the long
history of political and social oppression of Native Americans and their cultures have created an
environment where strong actions had to be taken toward reconciliation through repatriation.
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Repatriation in the United States is not solely about the legitimacy of science versus cultural
beliefs, or restitution for past rights violations. Repatriation is an issue of power. NAGPRA
provides a procedural framework with which to negotiate the power relationships between
scholars, tribes, and the federal government. NAGPRA uses the language of property law as the
result of sovereignty and power struggles between Native American communities, the dominant
Euro-American culture, and the U.S. government. Property rights are integral to power, as the
holders control the use of and access to resources.
Property rights over Native American human remains and cultural materials cannot be
appreciated apart from the issue of cultural self-representation. Ancestral remains held in nonNative repositories are manifestations of the social and political struggle of Native American
tribes. The ability to rebury their ancestors and interpret their own cultural histories are the
foundation of this struggle. Property rights over human remains and cultural materials are an
essential component of Native American communities’ struggle for political and cultural
sovereignty.
NAGPRA has been described as a property law, a procedural law, and as human or civil
rights legislation. NAGPRA, however, is fundamentally constructed as a property law, as it relies
on the language of property rights. Although born of a property law paradigm, NAGPRA does
not fit well within it. Traditionally, the American property law system does not allow for
inalienable cultural property. These concepts were created for repatriation legislation before the
property law system had been adapted to account for them. Individualistic definitions of property
are deeply ingrained in Euro-American society and permeate the American legal system. This is
responsible for many of the controversial disputes and case studies that have resulted from
NAGPRA’s enactment.
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Appendix A
A Section-by-Section Summary of The Native American Graves Protection and
Repatriation Act
House Resolution 5237, The Native American Graves Protection and Repatriation Act,
became law on November 16, 1990 (Public Law 101-601; 25 U.S.C. 3001-3006; see Appendix
B). The Act applies to both purposeful and inadvertent discoveries of human remains and
cultural materials on federal lands as well as such materials already held in federal repositories.
This Act, however, does not apply to discoveries on private or state lands or to cultural materials
in private repositories. The Act requires federal agencies and institutions that receive federal
funding to return Native American human remains and cultural objects to the lineal descendants
and/or the culturally affiliated Indian tribe or Native Hawaiian organizations. The Act sets up a
priority of ownership for indigenous human remains and cultural objects. Tribes and federal
institutions can apply for federal grants to assist the inventory and repatriation process.
The Secretary of the Interior has authority to create regulations to carry out this Act as
well as the power to levy civil penalties on institutions that fail with these regulations. The
Secretary also has authority to create a committee to review inventory and repatriation actions
and mediate disputes between tribes and institutions.
Section 1: Title of The Act
This section defines the title of the Act as The Native American Graves Protection and
Repatriation Act.
Section 2: Terminology and Definitions
Section 2 of 25 U.S.C. 3001 provides definitions for terminology used throughout the
Act. These definitions are important because they guide the understanding and applicability of
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the law.
Under NAGPRA, “burial site” means any natural or man-made location below, on, or
above the earth’s surface into which human remains are deposited as a part of a cultural the death
rite or funeral ceremony.
“Cultural affiliation” refers to a shared group identity between a current Indian tribe or
Native Hawaiian organization and the remains of a group, individual, or cultural items in
question.
In the text of NAGPRA, “cultural items” refers to both human remains and “associated
funerary objects” which are part of the death rite a culture and are believed to have been
purposefully placed with individual at or near the time of death. For the purposes of the Act, both
the human remains and associated funerary objects that are currently under the control of a
Federal agency or repository can be considered cultural items.
Items made exclusively for burial purposes or for containing human remains that are
found without human remains are not considered associated funerary objects. These objects are
treated as “unassociated funerary objects”. These objects can be repatriated by preponderance
of evidence associating them with a particular Indian or Native Hawaiian organization.
“Sacred objects” are have their own category within cultural items. Sacred objects have
specific ceremonial purposes and are needed by traditional Native American religious leaders for
the practice of traditional religions by their modern adherents.
“Cultural patrimony” is another branch of cultural items. Cultural patrimony means
that an object has strong and obvious ongoing historical, spiritual, traditional, and cultural
importance to an indigenous group or culture. This is not property owned by an individual Native
American, but by the entire group or culture communally. Objects of cultural patrimony cannot
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be sold or purchased by any individual regardless of Native American or Native Hawaiian group
membership.
“Federal agency” within the context of NAGPRA refers to any department, office,
agency, or institution of the United States government. For the purposes of this Act, institutions
that receive any amount of federal funds are also under the purview of NAGPRA. “Federal
lands” refers to any land beside tribal lands controlled, managed, or owned by the United States.
“Secretary” when used in NAGPRA refers to the Secretary of the Interior.
“Museum” refers to any institution, State, or local government agency, including
institutions of higher learning that receives Federal funding and has possession of Native
American cultural items.
“Indian tribe” describes any tribe, band, nation, or any other organized community of
Indians, including Alaska Native villages, which is eligible for programs and services provided
by the United States because of their Native status. “Tribal land” encompasses all lands within
the boundaries of any Indian reservation as well as all dependent Indian communities and any
lands administered for the benefit of Native Americans and Hawaiians.
“Native American” refers to a tribe, people, community, or culture that is indigenous to
the United States. “Native Hawaiian” is any individual who is a descendant of the aboriginal
people who occupied and exercised sovereignty in the area that now constitutes the State of
Hawaii prior to 1778.
“Native Hawaiian organization” means any organization that serves or represents the
interests of Native Hawaiians and has expertise in Native Hawaiian Affairs. “Office of
Hawaiian Affairs” means the Office of Hawaiian Affairs established by the State constitution of
Hawaii.
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Regarding ownership under NAGPRA, “right of possession” is obtained through the
voluntary consent of an individual or group that has legal authority of alienation. Repatriation
under the Act is based on the common lack of voluntary consent in the collection of Native
American cultural items. Right of possession is provided under the appropriate property law of
the United States. If the original acquisition of Native American human remains and other
cultural items were excavated, exhumed, or otherwise obtained with the full knowledge and
consent of the next of kin or the official tribal governing body, right of possession is deemed the
controlling repository.
Section 3, 25 U.S.C. 3002a-d: Priority of Custody, Purposeful and Inadvertent Discovery
25 U.S.C. 3002ab: Priority of Custody
This section establishes a chain of priority for the custody of indigenous remains and
cultural items. Ownership of such items is given first to the lineal descendants of the deceased
Native American individual. In the case that lineal descendants cannot be identified, and also in
the case of unassociated funerary objects, ownership goes to the tribe or Native Hawaiian
organization on whose tribal land the objects or remains were discovered. After this, custody
goes to the Indian tribe or Native Hawaiian organization which can demonstrate the closest
cultural affiliation to the remains or objects or objects.
If the cultural affiliation cannot be established and the objects were discovered on Federal
land that is recognized by the Indian Claims Commission or the United States Court of Claims to
be the aboriginal land of some tribe, custody is given to the tribe that is recognized as
aboriginally occupying the area in which the objects or remains were discovered.
If it can be shown by a preponderance of evidence that a different tribe has a stronger
cultural affiliation with the remains or objects than the tribe or organization specified above, the
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tribe with the strongest demonstrated relationship can claim custody. Native American human
remains and cultural items not claimed through the examples above can be disposed of in
accordance with regulations put forth by the Secretary in consultation with the review committee
under section 8 of NAGPRA.
25 U.S.C. 3002(c): Intentional Excavation and Removal of Native American Human
Remains and Objects
The intentional removal or excavation of Native American human remains and cultural items
from Federal or tribal lands is allowed only with a permit issued under the Archaeological
Resources Protection Act of 1979. Such items can only be excavated or removed after
consultation with the appropriate Indian tribe or Native Hawaiian organization. The control
over such items is determined by the provisions earlier in this section.
25 U.S.C. 3002(d): Inadvertent Discovery of Native American Human Remains and
Objects
In case of inadvertent discovery, the discover must notify in writing the Secretary of the
Department of the Interior, the head of any other federal agency which has primary authority
with respect to the lands, and the appropriate Indian tribe or Native Hawaiian organization. If the
discovery occurred through any activity, such as construction, mining, logging, or agriculture,
activity must cease in the area of the discovery and effort must be taken to protect the items.
Activity may resume after thirty days of proper notification of the entities above.
Section 4, 18 U.S.C. 1170: Illegal Trafficking In Native American Human Remains And
Cultural Items
Section 4 deals with the “Illegal Trafficking in Native American Human Remains and
Cultural Items” by laying out the penalties for such actions. Whoever knowingly sells,
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purchases, uses for profit, or transports for sale or profit Native American human remains or
cultural objects without the right of possession can be fined and/or imprisoned up to twelve
months for the first offense. Subsequent violations can result in fines and/or imprisoned of up to
five years. This section edits chapter 53, title 18 of the United States Code by adding the new
category “Native American Human Remains and Cultural Items”.
Section 5, 25 U.S.C. 3003a-e: Inventory For Human Remains And Associated Funerary
Objects
U.S.C. 3003ab: General Requirements
This section discusses the general inventory processes of NAGPRA. Each Federal agency
or federally funded repository with possession of Native American human remains and other
cultural items must compile an inventory of such items and to the fullest extent possible based on
the information currently possessed by the repository or agency. The inventory must make an
effort to identify the geographical and cultural affiliation of each cultural item. The inventory
process and the Act must not be construed as an authorization for initiating new scientific studies
of remains and associated objects other than for determining cultural or geographic affiliation.
The inventories and identifications must be completed in consultation with tribal governments,
Native Hawaiian organization officials and traditional indigenous religious leaders. The
inventory process cannot take more than five years after November 16th, 1990 date of enactment.
Upon request by an Indian tribe or Native Hawaiian organization, a museum or Federal
agency must supply them with additional, existing documentation including inventories,
catalogues, relevant studies, or other data determining the geographical and cultural affiliation.
Basic facts most also be supplied concerning the original acquisition and accession of Native
American human remains and associated objects.
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U.S.C. 3003c: Extension Of Time For Inventory
This section allows an extension of the inventory deadline. Any museum or agency which
is judged by the review committee and the Secretary to have made a good faith effort to carry out
the inventory and identification process but which has been unable to complete the process
within the time limit may appeal for an extension of the deadline. In this case, as an indication of
good faith, the museum or agency must include a plan to carry out the inventory and
identification process within new time constraints.
U.S.C. 3003d: Notification
This section defines how museums must notify tribes of cultural affiliation. After cultural
affiliation is determined pursuant to this section, the Federal agency or museum must notify
the proper Indian tribes or Native Hawaiian organizations no later than six months after the
completion of the inventory. The notice must include information which identifies the Native
American human remains or associated funerary objects, the circumstances of its acquisition,
which human remains or objects are clearly identifiable as to tribal origin, and which human
remains and objects that are not clearly culturally identifiable. A copy of each notice must be
sent to the Secretary who will publish each notice in the Federal Register.
25 U.S.C. 3003e: Definition Of Inventory
This subsection defines “inventory” as an itemized list summarizing the information
called for earlier in the section.
Section 6, 25 U.S.C. 3004ab: Summary For Unassociated Funerary Objects, Sacred
Objects, And Cultural Patrimony
Section 6 addressed summary creation. Each Federal agency or museum with possession
of Native American remains or cultural objects must create a written summary of such
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collections with available information currently held by the agency or museum. The summary
must describe the scope of the collection, the kinds of objects included, and the means and period
of acquisition and cultural affiliation if readily ascertainable. The summary can be in lieu of an
object-by-object inventory if followed by consultation with a tribal government, Native
Hawaiian organization officials or traditional religious leaders. A summary must be completed
no later than three years after November 16th, 1990 date of enactment. Upon request, Indian
Tribes and Native Hawaiian organizations must be given access to collection records, catalogues,
relevant studies or other pertinent data for determining geographic and cultural affiliation.
Section 7, 25 U.S.C. 3005a-f: Repatriation
25 U.S.C. 3005a: Repatriation of Native American human remains and objects
possessed or controlled by Federal agencies and museums
If the cultural affiliation of Native American human remains and cultural items
established through section 5 of the Act, a repository must expedite the return of such items upon
request from a known lineal descendant or affiliated tribe or organization. If cultural affiliation is
shown for unassociated objects, sacred objects, or objects of cultural patrimony through section 6
of the Act, a repository must return such objects at the request of the affiliated tribe or
organization. The return and manner of delivery of these remains and items must be done
through consultation with the requesting descendant, tribe, or organization.
25 U.S.C. 3005b: Scientific Study
If cultural affiliation of Native American human remains or cultural objects has not been
established through scientific study during the inventory or summary processes, such items must
be returned when a requesting tribe or organization can demonstrate cultural affiliation with a
preponderance of evidence of geographical, kinship, biological, archaeological, anthropological,
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linguistic, folkloric, oral traditional, or historical nature.
If a lineal descendant, culturally affiliated Indian tribe or Native Hawaiian organization
requests the return of Native American human remains or cultural items, a repository must return
such items they are indispensable for completing a current, specific scientific study in which the
outcome is of major importance or benefit to the United States. In this case, such items must be
returned by no later than ninety days after the completion date of the study.
25 U.S.C. 3005c: Standard For Repatriation
If a known descendant or culturally affiliated Indian tribe or Native Hawaiian
organization requests the return of Native American cultural objects of a repository cannot prove
right of possession, the repository must return such objects.
25 U.S.C. 3005d: Sharing Of Information By Federal Agencies And Museums
A repository must share the information it possesses regarding the human remains or
objects in question with known descendants, and affiliated tribes and organizations to assist them
in making a repatriation claim.
25 U.S.C. 3005e: Competing Claims
If multiple requests for repatriation of a cultural item occur and a repository cannot
determine which party is the most appropriate claimant, they may retain such an item until the
parties agree upon the disposition or the dispute is resolved a court with appropriate jurisdiction.
25 U.S.C. 3005f: Museum Obligation
A repository which repatriates such items cannot be liable for claims by another party of
breach of fiduciary duty, public trust, or any violations of state law that are not consistent with
this Act.
Section 8, 25 U.S.C. 3006a-i: Review Committee
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25 U.S.C. 3006a: Establishment
Section 8 outlines the establishment and duties of the NAGPRA Review Committee.
The Secretary must establish a committee to monitor inventory and identification processes and
repatriation activities required under sections 5, 6 and 7 of this Act. The Secretary is responsible
for appointing members of the committee.
	
  

25 U.S.C. 3006b: Committee Membership
The Committee must be composed of seven members. Three members must be appointed

from nominations submitted by Indian tribes, Native Hawaiian organizations, and traditional
Native American religious leaders, with at least two of these members being traditional Indian
religious leaders. Three additional members must be appointed through nominations submitted
by national museum scientific organizations. The final member must be appointed from a list
developed and consented to by all of the members appointed from the prior categories. Federal
officers or employees cannot be members of the Committee. In the event of vacancies, the
positions must be filled in the same manner as the original appointment within 90 days of the
occurrence. Members will serve without pay, though they will be reimbursed equal at the rate for
GS-18 of the General Schedule, for the time, including travel, that they the are engaged in
committee business.
25 U.S.C. 3006c: Committee Responsibilities
The Committee must designate one member as chairman. The Committee must also
monitor the inventory and identification process to ensure fair and objective consideration of all
available information and evidence. Upon request from affected parties, the Committee must
review and making findings regarding the identity an cultural affiliation of human remains and
cultural items and the return of such items. The Committee must facilitate the resolution of
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disputes among tribes, organizations, descendants, and Federal repositories regarding the
repatriation of such items. The Committee must compile an inventory of culturally unidentifiable
human remains that are in the possession of all Federal agency and museums and recommend
specific actions to repatriate such remains. The Committee must consult with Indian tribes,
Native Hawaiian organizations, Federal agencies, and museums on matters affecting such tribes
or organizations regarding the scope of this Act. The committee must consult with the Secretary
in developing regulations to carry out this Act. The Committee can make recommendations
regarding future care of human remains and cultural items that are to be repatriated.
25 U.S.C. 3006d: Admissibility Of Records
All records and findings of the Review Committee relating to the identity an cultural
affiliation of human remains and cultural items and the return of such items are admissible for
action under section 15 of this Act.
25 U.S.C. 3006e: Recommendations And Report
The Committee must make all recommendations under consultation with Indian tribes,
Native Hawaiian organizations, and appropriate scientific and museum officials.
25 U.S.C. 3006f: Committee Access
The Secretary must ensure that the Committee members have access to the Native
American cultural items under review as well as to associated scientific and historical
documents.
25 U.S.C. 3006g: Duties Of The Secretary, Regulations, And Administrative
Support
The Secretary must establish operational rules and regulations for the Committee and
provide administrative support staff as necessary for the deliberations of the Committee.
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25 U.S.C. 3006: Annual Report To Congress
The Committee must submit an annual progress report to the Congress including barriers
encountered in implementing this section of the Act.
25 U.S.C. 3006i: Committee Termination
The Committee must terminate at the end of a 120-day period beginning on the day the
Secretary reports to Congress that the work of the Committee has been completed.
Section 9, 25 U.S.C. 3007a-d, Penalty Assessment for Museums
Any museum that fails to comply with this Act will be assessed a civil penalty by the
Secretary of the Interior. A penalty will be assessed after opportunity for a hearing. Each
violation will result in a separate offense.
25 U.S.C. 3007b: Amount Of Penalty
The amount of a penalty will be determined taking into account addition factors, such as
the archaeological, historical, or commercial value of the items involved, the economic and
noneconomic damages suffered by the aggrieved party, and the number of violations that have
occurred.
25 U.S.C. 3007c: Legal Actions To Recover Penalties
If a museum fails to pay a penalty and does not appealed or after a final judgment has
been passed, the Attorney General can institute a civil action in the appropriate court to collect
the penalty.
25 U.S.C. 3007d: Authority To Issue Subpoenas
In penalty hearings, subpoenas can be issued for the testimony of witnesses as well as for
relevant documents.
Section 10, 25 U.S.C. 3008ab: Grants
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The Secretary is authorized to make grants to Indian tribes and Native Hawaiian
organizations to assist in the repatriation of Native American human remains and other cultural
items. The Secretary is authorized to make grants to museums to assist in conducting inventories
and identification processes.
Section 11,	
  25 U.S.C. 3009: Limitations on Applying the Act
No section of this Act shall be construed as limiting the authority of any Federal agency
or museum to repatriate Native American human remains and other cultural items to Indian
tribes, Native Hawaiian organizations, individuals, or lineal descendants, or to enter into any
agreement with the culturally affiliated tribe or organization regarding the disposition of and
control over such items. Nothing in this Act can be construed to delay repatriation requests or
limit procedural and substantive rights of Indian tribes and Native Hawaiian organizations.
Nothing in this Acts can be construed as limiting any State or Federal law pertaining to theft and
stolen property.
Section 12, 25 U.S.C. 3010: Special Relationship between the Federal Government and
Indian tribes and Native Hawaiian organizations
This Act reflects the special sovereignty relationship between the Federal Government
and Indian tribes and Native Hawaiian organizations and does not set a precedent for any other
individual, organization, or foreign government.
Section 13, 25 U.S.C. 3011: Regulations
The Secretary must issue regulations to carry out this Act within 12 months of the
November 16, 1990 commencement date.
Section 14, 25 U.S.C. 3012: Authorization of Appropriations
The Secretary is authorized to appropriate funds necessary to carry out this Act.
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Section 15, 25 U.S.C. 3013: Judicial Jurisdiction And Enforcement
The United States district courts will have jurisdiction over actions brought by any
organization or person for alleged violations of this Act. These courts have the authority to issue
orders to enforce the provisions of this Act.
NAGPRA Regulations and Amendments
As outlined in section 13 of NAGPRA, the Secretary of the Interior is responsible for
enacting regulations to apply the tenets of the Act. The Office of the Secretary does so by first
publishing proposed rules in the Federal Register under Notice of Proposed Rulemaking. These
proposed rules are open for a length of time to comment from tribal officials, federal agencies,
museums, and academic professionals and professional organizations. After the comment time is
over, the Office of the Secretary publishes a Final Rule in the Federal Register along with a
summary of comments and the Office’s responses. Regulations are listed under volume number
of the Federal Register and the page on which the regulation is found.
The Office of the Secretary of the Interior published the first final set of NAGPRA
regulations in 1995, codified as 43 CFR 10 (title 43 of the Code of Federal Regulations, part 10).
Minor technical errors in the regulations were corrected in 1997 and 2005. To address larger
contentions, further amendments were made to address civil penalties in 2003, and the
controversial disposition of culturally unidentifiable human remains in 2010. In 2012, issues with
factual accuracy and uniformity of terminology were addressed. The corrections were made final
by the Office of the Secretary of the Interior in May of 2013.
58 FR 31123-31134, May 1993: Notice Of Proposed Rulemaking
In May of 1993, the Department of the Interior published proposed regulations for
implementing NAGPRA. These provisional regulations were listed in the Federal Register as 58
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FR 31123, Notice Of Proposed Rulemaking. The Department of the Interior released these
proposed rules to solicit comments from Indian tribes, Federal agencies, federal funded museums
and universities, professionals and members of the general public to help shape the final
regulations. The requirements and deadlines specified in the Act were still applicable during the
interim process while final regulations were being negotiated.
60 FR 62158, December 1995: Final Rule
Taking into account comments on the proposed rules, the Department of the Interior
published the final rules to implement NAGPRA in December of 1995, listed as 60 FR 62158,
Final Rule. This rule translates the statutes of NAGPRA into a set of federal regulations, 43 CFR
Part 10.
62 FR 1820, January 1997: Civil Penalties Interim Rule
In January of 1997, the Department of the Interior published 62 FR 1820, the Civil
Penalties Interim Rule. The interim rule allowed the Secretary of the Interior to assess a civil
penalty against any Federal agency or federal funded repository that failed to comply with
NAGPRA regulations. The administrative procedures for addressing failure to comply are
providing notice to an institution of failure to comply and issuing a final administrative decision.
The penalty is either .25% of an institution’s annual budget or $5000, whichever is less. A $1000
per day penalty would be assessed if a repository still failed to comply after being given notice
and Final administrative decision of the Office of The Secretary of the Interior (Federal Register
1997a).
The Office of the Secretary announced it did intend to issue penalties if it judged that a
repository has made a good faith effort to comply within the deadlines set in NAGPRA. The
original deadlines for compliance were November 16th, 1993 for completing summaries,
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November 16th, 1995, for completing inventories, and May 16th, 1996 (or six months after
completing an inventory) for notifying culturally affiliated Indian tribes and Native Hawaiian
organizations of the intent to repatriate (Federal Register 1997a). Failing to repatriate human
remains, funerary, sacred, or objects of cultural patrimony to the appropriate lineal descendant or
culturally affiliated Indian tribe or Native Hawaiian organization or repatriating these materials
without publishing a notice in the Federal Register are also violations of NAGPRA (Federal
Register 1997a).
62 FR 41292 August 1, 1997: Correcting Amendments To Final Regulations
Later in 1997, the Department of the Interior issued 62 FR 41292, correcting technical
errors from previous proposed and final regulations (Federal Register 1997b).
68 FR 16354, April 2003: Civil Penalties Final Rule
In April of 2003, after reviewing comments on the interim rule for civil penalties, the
Department of the Interior finalized the rule as well as two additional changes with 68 FR 16354.
Firstly, the text had been revised to indicate that a notice of failure to comply must be followed
by a period during which a repository can request a hearing (Federal Register 2003). If this time
elapses without a hearing request, a second notice can be issued, granting a second possibility for
a hearing. The second change in the final civil penalties rule pertains to the per-day fine that can
be leveled if a repository fails to comply after the final notice of assessment (Federal Register
2003). The amount was changed from $100 per day as set by the interim rule to a range not in
excess of $1,000 per day that the repository fails to comply with NAGPRA regulations (Federal
Register 2003).
70 FR 57177, September 2005: Final Rule/Technical Amendment
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In September of 2005, under Secretarial Order 3261, the Department of the Interior
reassigned responsibilities within the Department and National Park Service to improve efficient
implementation of NAGPRA (Federal Register 2005). This amendment was made through 70 FR
57177. This new set of regulations reassigned responsibility to the Assistant Secretary for Fish
and Wildlife and Parks. This agency was made responsible for issuing regulations in
consultation with the Assistant Secretary for Indian Affairs, granting extensions for inventories,
and awarding monetary grants to assist to Indian tribes, Native Hawaiian organizations, and
museums in the repatriation process (Federal Register 2005). In consultation with the Office of
the Solicitor, the Assistant Secretary for Fish and Wildlife and Parks is also responsible for
executing civil penalties for failure to comply with NAGPRA. The National NAGPRA Program
under the National Park Service Director is responsible for running the National NAGPRA
Program and providing staff to the Assistant Secretary for Fish and Wildlife and Parks. These
duties include preparing regulations, reviewing requests for deadline extensions, publishing
repatriation and inventory notices in the Federal Register, and acting as the Designated Federal
Official for the NAGPRA Review Committee (Federal Register 2005).
72 FR 13189, March 2007: Proposed Rules and Regulations, Future Applicability
In March of 2007, the Office of the Secretary issued 72 FR 13189, a final rule that
applied to Federal agencies and federally funded repositories that still possessed human remains
after the expiration of the original summary and inventory deadlines. Within 6 months of the
issuance of the new rule, these repositories must provide a summary of collections to “Indian
Entities Recognized and Eligible to Receive Services from the United States Bureau of Indian
Affairs” (Federal Register 2007a). Within 2 years of a new post on this list, an inventory must
have been prepared in consultation with the newly recognized and culturally affiliated Indian
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tribe. If the repository has made a good faith effort to complete the summary and inventory, they
may apply for an extension to complete the process. Within 3 years of the receipt of Federal
funds or within 3 years of the effective date of this final rule, a repository is required to provide a
summary of their collections to any Indian tribe or Native Hawaiian organization that is or is
thought to be culturally affiliated with the collections (Federal Register 2007a). Within 5 years of
the date of receipt of Federal funds, or within 5 years of the effective date of the final rule, an
inventory must be made in consultation with any affiliated Indian tribe or Native Hawaiian
organization (Federal Register 2007a).
72 FR 58582, October 2007: Proposed Rule for the Disposition Of Culturally
Unidentifiable Human Remains
In October of 2007, 72 FR 58582 was published in the Federal Register, proposing rules
for the disposition of culturally unidentifiable human remains in the possession of federal funded
institutions and Federal agencies. In the proposed rules, The NAGPRA Review Committee
specified three categories of culturally unidentifiable human remains: those for which cultural
affiliation can be established, but the appropriate tribe is not federally recognized, those that
represent an identifiable past group for which no present-day tribe can been identified, and those
for which the repository believes there is insufficient evidence to identify a culturally affiliated
group (Federal Register 2007b).
To address these types of human remains, The Review Committee proposed two models
for action. The first model says that return of culturally unidentifiable human remains can take
proceed in cases where claimants, repositories, and Federal agencies have agreed in writing that
all inventory requirements have been met and alternatives to continued curation have been
identified. The second model suggests using regional solutions that account for local historical
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and cultural factors. The Review Committee recommended that, within each region, Federal
agencies, repositories, Indian tribes, and Native Hawaiian organizations consult and develop a
framework for repatriation of culturally unidentified human remains.
Amendments were proposed to NAGPRA that stress temporal and geographic evidence
when attempting to identify or return these human remains. A repository must consult with a
tribe or Hawaiian organization within 90 days of a request for remains. Without a request, an
institution must consult with an indigenous group in the area in which the remains were found
before transferring control of culturally unidentifiable human remains and associated funerary
objects. Consultation can also take place with a group aboriginally occupied the land from which
the human remains and associated funerary objects were taken.
A cultural relationship with the land can also be used when determining repatriation of
human remains. If not cultural affiliation cannot be found through prior means, a cultural
association to the region in which the repository or Federal agency is located can determine to
whom the remains are returned. Control of the remains should be returned to the indigenous
group showing the strongest cultural affiliation through these geographical means. If no federally
recognized group can make a case for association, repositories can consult with non-federally
recognized indigenous groups. Any associated funerary objects with the culturally unidentifiable
human remains must be transferred with the remains.
75 FR 12378 March 15, 2010: Final Rule, Disposition Of Culturally Unidentifiable
Human Remains
Taking into account extensive public comments and agency reviews, the Department of
in Interior published 75 FR 12378, the Final Rule on the Disposition Of Culturally
Unidentifiable Human Remains. The new rule pertains to the human remains deemed Native
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American but without obvious markings of cultural affiliation. This rule eliminates a repository’s
ability to retain culturally unidentifiable remains for future study. Under the new rule, all such
remains must be repatriated through consultation with the groups outlined in the earlier proposed
rule.
A foremost comment about the new rule was that Congress had originally intended to
allow the study of ancient and culturally unaffiliated human remains. The Department of the
Interior’s response was that the statute states it should not be interpreted as an authorization for
new scientific studies of Native American human remains and associated funerary objects
beyond determining cultural affiliation under 25 U.S.C. 3003(b).
Concerns were raised with the constitutionality of the new rule. One comment stated that
compliance with the rule might place a repository or agency in violation of state statutes. The
response was that, as a Federal law, the Supremacy Clause of the Constitution preempts state
law. The Department of the Interior emphasized that the Supremacy Clause is exceptionally clear
in Federal Indian law, where the United States has exclusive power (Federal Register 2010). The
Department also points out that section 7(f) of the NAGPRA explicitly states that a repository
which repatriates an item is not liable for claims of breaching state laws that inconsistent with the
provisions of the Act.
Another constitutionality comment stated that the proposed rule violates the
Establishment Clause of the First Amendment. This comment focused on a sentence which
suggests that repatriation of funerary objects in acknowledgment of Native American spiritual
beliefs demonstrates special treatment for the religion of Indian peoples (Federal Register 2010).
The respond of the Department is that such a comment misconstrues items used for death rites as
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inherently religious. Returning such items does not constitute Federal support of any particular
religion to the point of violating the Establishment Clause.
An argument that surfaced after the new rule is that it violates freedom of expression
under the First Amendment. This argument claims that freedom of expression includes freedom
of scientific inquiry (Hibbert 1999; Weiss 1999). No court in the US, however, has explicitly
ruled that such scientific freedom exists (Hibbert 1999). The National Bioethics Advisory
Commission stated that even if scientific inquiry was in fact constitutionally protected, the
government could still regulate such research in the case of compelling harms (Hibbert 1999).
This means that the US government has the authority to prohibit scientific research that could
cause severe physical, psychological, or social harm to the individuals involved.
A claim was made that the new rule pertaining to human remains constituted an
unconstitutional “taking” of a repository’s property in violation of the Fifth Amendment. The
Department’s response was that, under Common Law, human remains are quasi-property as they
do not carry full property rights. Because of this, a repository does not have a property claim to
culturally unidentifiable human remains unless it has received clear title to the remains from the
next of kin or the governing body of the associated Indian tribe or Native Hawaiian organization
(Federal Register 2010).
A final comment argued that the new rule would conflict with the opinion in United
States v. Bonnichsen, the case in which Kennewick Man was ruled to not be Native American
under the definition put forth by NAGPRA. The Department of the Interior’s response was that
the Bonnichsen opinion only addressed whether Kennewick Man fit NAGPRA’s definition of
“Native American”. The new rule does not change the Act’s definition, and is only applicable
after such a determination is made.
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77 FR 23196, April 2012: Proposed Rules To Provide For Factual Accuracy And
Consistency
In April of 2012, The Department of the Interior published 77 FR 23196. The set of
proposed rules sought to correct technical, factual or terminology usage errors in the previous
sets of NAGPRA regulations.
77 FR 50157, August 2012: Notices, Agency Information Collection Activities 30-Day
Notice of Intention To Request Clearance of Collection Information; Opportunity
for Public Comment
Later in 2012, Notice 77 FR 50157 was published by the National Park Service,
requesting comments from professionals on NAGPRA collecting inventory completion records,
asking if the collection of such data was necessary and if the information would have practical
utility (Federal Register 2012b).
78 FR 27078, May 2013: Rules and Regulations, Final Rule
In May of 2013, 78 FR 27078 was issued, correcting technical errors from previous rules.
This Final Rule is the most current set of NAGPRA regulations. A proposed amendment that
would shorten the terms “human remains”, “cultural sacred, and funerary objects” and “objects
of cultural patrimony” to simply “remains” and “objects” was declined to ensure specificity and
accordance with the definitions of the terms in the NAGPRA statute. Text was clarified
pertaining to priority of ownership. The Final Rule requires the notification of known lineal
descendants cases of inadvertent discovery. Ownership priority is given to lineal descendants
only in cases of human remains and associated funerary objects. Peoples with cultural affiliation
are given priority in cases of scared and patrimonial objects. Ownership of remains is assigned
to a culturally affiliated Indian tribe or Native Hawaiian organization if no living descendants
can be identified. It was also clarified that ownership rights go to geographically associated
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Native America tribes or Native Hawaiian organization only when lineal descendants and
culturally affiliated groups cannot be ascertained.
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G@C@TSGNQHSXNE@KHDM@SHNM 3GDNQHFHM@K@BPTHRHSHNMNE
@-@SHUD LDQHB@MTM@RRNBH@SDCETMDQ@QXNAIDBS R@BQDC
NAIDBSNQNAIDBSNEBTKSTQ@KO@SQHLNMXEQNL@M(MCH@MSQHAD
NQ-@SHUD'@V@HH@MNQF@MHY@SHNMVHSGSGDUNKTMS@QXBNM
RDMSNE@MHMCHUHCT@KNQFQNTOVHSG@TSGNQHSXSN@KHDM@SD
RTBGNAIDBSHRCDDLDCSNFHUDQHFGSNEONRRDRRHNMNESG@S
NAIDBS TMKDRRSGDOGQ@RDRNCDEHMDCVNTKC @R@OOKHDCHM
RDBSHNMĂB NESGHR BS:ýĀ4 2 " þûûĀB < QDRTKSHM@%HESG
LDMCLDMSS@JHMFAXSGD4MHSDC2S@SDR@RCDSDQLHMDCAX
SGD4MHSDC2S@SDR"NTQSNE%DCDQ@K"K@HLROTQRT@MSSN
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ýă4 2 " üÿĄüHMVGHBGDUDMSSGDoQHFGSNEONRRDRRHNMpRG@KK
AD@ROQNUHCDCTMCDQNSGDQVHRD@OOKHB@AKDOQNODQSXK@V 
3GDNQHFHM@K@BPTHRHSHNMNE-@SHUD LDQHB@MGTL@MQDL@HMR
@MC@RRNBH@SDCETMDQ@QXNAIDBSRVGHBGVDQDDWB@U@SDC 
DWGTLDC NQNSGDQVHRDNAS@HMDCVHSGETKKJMNVKDCFD@MC
BNMRDMSNESGDMDWSNEJHMNQSGDNEEHBH@KFNUDQMHMFANCXNE
SGD@OOQNOQH@SDBTKSTQ@KKX@EEHKH@SDC(MCH@MSQHADNQ-@SHUD
'@V@HH@MNQF@MHY@SHNMHRCDDLDCSNFHUDQHFGSNEONRRDRRHNM
SNSGNRDQDL@HMR
üÿ o2DBQDS@QXpLD@MRSGD2DBQDS@QXNESGD(MSDQHNQ
üĀ oSQHA@KK@MCpLD@MRn
 @KKK@MCRVHSGHMSGDDWSDQHNQANTMC@QHDRNE@MX
(MCH@MQDRDQU@SHNM
! @KKCDODMCDMS(MCH@MBNLLTMHSHDR
" @MXK@MCR@CLHMHRSDQDCENQSGDADMDEHSNE-@SHUD
'@V@HH@MROTQRT@MSSNSGD'@V@HH@M'NLDR"NLLHRRHNM
BS üĄýû:ÿý2S@S üûă< @MCRDBSHNMÿNE/TAKHB+@Văā þ
:MNSDOQDBDCHMFÿă4 2 " ÿĄü<
 53# 
/WNERSHIP
 53# A
.ATIVE !MERICAN
HUMAN REMAINS AND
OBJECTS

2DBSHNMā
@ 3GDNVMDQRGHONQBNMSQNKNE-@SHUD LDQHB@MBTKSTQ@K
HSDLRVGHBG@QDDWB@U@SDCNQCHRBNUDQDCNM%DCDQ@KNQ
SQHA@KK@MCR@ESDQ-NUDLADQüā üĄĄû RG@KKADVHSGOQHNQHSX
FHUDMHMSGDNQCDQKHRSDC n
ü HMSGDB@RDNE-@SHUD LDQHB@MGTL@MQDL@HMR@MC
@RRNBH@SDCETMDQ@QXNAIDBSR HMSGDKHMD@KCDRBDMC@MSRNESGD
-@SHUD LDQHB@MNQ
ý HM@MXB@RDHMVGHBGRTBGKHMD@KCDRBDMC@MSRB@MMNS
AD@RBDQS@HMDC @MCHMSGDB@RDNETM@RRNBH@SDCETMDQ@QX
NAIDBSR R@BQDCNAIDBSR @MCNAIDBSRNEBTKSTQ@KO@SQHLNMXn
 HMSGD(MCH@MSQHADNQ-@SHUD'@V@HH@MNQF@MHY@
SHNMNMVGNRDSQHA@KK@MCRTBGNAIDBSRNQQDL@HMRVDQD
CHRBNUDQDC
! HMSGD(MCH@MSQHADNQ-@SHUD'@V@HH@MNQF@MHY@SHNM
VGHBGG@RSGDBKNRDRSBTKSTQ@K@EEHKH@SHNMVHSGRTBGQDL@HMR
NQNAIDBSR@MCVGHBG TONMMNSHBD RS@SDR@BK@HLENQRTBG
QDL@HMRNQNAIDBSRNQ
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" HESGDBTKSTQ@K@EEHKH@SHNMNESGDNAIDBSRB@MMNSAD
QD@RNM@AKX@RBDQS@HMDC@MCHESGDNAIDBSRVDQDCHRBNUDQDC
NM%DCDQ@KK@MCSG@SHRQDBNFMHYDCAX@EHM@KITCFLDMSNESGD
(MCH@M"K@HLR"NLLHRRHNMNQSGD4MHSDC2S@SDR"NTQSNE
"K@HLR@RSGD@ANQHFHM@KK@MCNERNLD(MCH@MSQHADn
ü :RHB<HMSGD(MCH@MSQHADSG@SHRQDBNFMHYDC@R
@ANQHFHM@KKXNBBTOXHMFSGD@QD@HMVGHBGSGDNAIDBSRVDQD
CHRBNUDQDC HETONMMNSHBD RTBGSQHADRS@SDR@BK@HLENQRTBG
QDL@HMRNQNAIDBSR NQ
ý :RHB<HEHSB@MADRGNVMAX@OQDONMCDQ@MBDNESGD
DUHCDMBDSG@S@CHEEDQDMSSQHADG@R@RSQNMFDQBTKSTQ@KQDK@
SHNMRGHOVHSGSGDQDL@HMRNQNAIDBSRSG@MSGDSQHADNQNQF@
MHY@SHNMRODBHEHDCHMO@Q@FQ@OGü HMSGD(MCH@MSQHADSG@S
G@RSGDRSQNMFDRSCDLNMRSQ@SDCQDK@SHNMRGHO HETONMMNSHBD 
RTBGSQHADRS@SDR@BK@HLENQRTBGQDL@HMRNQNAIDBSR
 53# B
5NCLAIMED .ATIVE
!MERICAN REMAINS AND
OBJECTS

A -@SHUD LDQHB@MBTKSTQ@KHSDLRMNSBK@HLDCTMCDQRTA
RDBSHNM@ NESGHRRDBSHNMRG@KKADCHRONRDCNEHM@BBNQC@MBD
VHSGQDFTK@SHNMROQNLTKF@SDCAXSGD2DBQDS@QXHMBNMRTKS@
SHNMVHSGSGDQDUHDVBNLLHSSDDDRS@AKHRGDCTMCDQRDBSHNMă
NESGHR BS:ýĀ4 2 " þûûā< -@SHUD LDQHB@MFQNTOR QDOQD
RDMS@SHUDRNELTRDTLR@MCSGDRBHDMSHEHBBNLLTMHSX

 53# C
)NTENTIONAL EXCAVATION
AND REMOVAL OF .ATIVE
!MERICAN HUMAN
REMAINS AND OBJECTS

B 3GDHMSDMSHNM@KQDLNU@KEQNLNQDWB@U@SHNMNE-@SHUD
LDQHB@MBTKSTQ@KHSDLREQNL%DCDQ@KNQSQHA@KK@MCRENQ
OTQONRDRNECHRBNUDQX RSTCX NQQDLNU@KNERTBGHSDLRHR
ODQLHSSDCNMKXHEn
ü RTBGHSDLR@QDDWB@U@SDCNQQDLNUDCOTQRT@MSSN
@ODQLHSHRRTDCTMCDQRDBSHNMÿNESGD QBG@DNKNFHB@K
1DRNTQBDR/QNSDBSHNM BSNEüĄĂĄ @R@LDMCDC :üā4 2 " 
ÿĂûBB<VGHBGRG@KKADBNMRHRSDMSVHSGSGHR BS
ý RTBGHSDLR@QDDWB@U@SDCNQQDLNUDC@ESDQBNMRTK
S@SHNMVHSGNQ HMSGDB@RDNESQHA@KK@MCR BNMRDMSNESGD
@OOQNOQH@SDHE@MX (MCH@MSQHADNQ-@SHUD'@V@HH@M
NQF@MHY@SHNM
þ SGDNVMDQRGHO@MCQHFGSNEBNMSQNKNESGDCHRONRHSHNM
NERTBGHSDLRRG@KKAD@ROQNUHCDCHMRTARDBSHNMR@ @MCA 
NESGHRRDBSHNM@MC
ÿ OQNNENEBNMRTKS@SHNMNQBNMRDMSTMCDQO@Q@FQ@OGý 
HRRGNVM
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 53# D
)NADVERTENT DISCOVERY
OF .ATIVE !MERICAN
REMAINS AND OBJECTS

C ü  MXODQRNMVGNJMNVR NQG@RQD@RNMSNJMNV SG@S
RTBGODQRNMG@RCHRBNUDQDC-@SHUD LDQHB@MBTKSTQ@KHSDLR
NM%DCDQ@KNQSQHA@KK@MCR@ESDQ-NUDLADQüā üĄĄû RG@KK
MNSHEX HMVQHSHMF SGD2DBQDS@QXNESGD#DO@QSLDMS NQGD@CNE
@MXNSGDQ@FDMBXNQHMRSQTLDMS@KHSXNESGD4MHSDC2S@SDR G@U
HMFOQHL@QXL@M@FDLDMS@TSGNQHSXVHSGQDRODBSSN%DCDQ@K
K@MCR@MCSGD@OOQNOQH@SD(MCH@MSQHADNQ-@SHUD'@V@HH@M
NQF@MHY@SHNMVHSGQDRODBSSNSQHA@KK@MCR HEJMNVMNQQD@C
HKX@RBDQS@HM@AKD @MC HMSGDB@RDNEK@MCRSG@SG@UDADDM
RDKDBSDCAX@M K@RJ@-@SHUD"NQONQ@SHNMNQFQNTONQF@MHYDC
OTQRT@MSSNSGD K@RJ@-@SHUD"K@HLR2DSSKDLDMS BSNEüĄĂü
:ÿþ4 2 " üāûüDSRDP < SGD@OOQNOQH@SDBNQONQ@SHNMNQFQNTO 
(ESGDCHRBNUDQXNBBTQQDCHMBNMMDBSHNMVHSG@M@BSHUHSX 
HMBKTCHMFATSMNSKHLHSDCSN BNMRSQTBSHNM LHMHMF KNFFHMF 
@MC@FQHBTKSTQD SGDODQRNMRG@KKBD@RDSGD@BSHUHSXHMSGD
@QD@NESGDCHRBNUDQX L@JD@QD@RNM@AKDDEENQSSNOQNSDBS
SGDHSDLRCHRBNUDQDCADENQDQDRTLHMFRTBG@BSHUHSX @MCOQN
UHCDMNSHBDTMCDQSGHRRTARDBSHNM %NKKNVHMFSGDMNSHEHB@SHNM
TMCDQSGHRRTARDBSHNM @MCTONMBDQSHEHB@SHNMAXSGD2DBQDS@QX
NESGDCDO@QSLDMSNQSGDGD@CNE@MX@FDMBXNQHMRSQTLDM
S@KHSXNESGD4MHSDC2S@SDRNQSGD@OOQNOQH@SD(MCH@MSQHAD
NQ-@SHUD'@V@HH@MNQF@MHY@SHNMSG@SMNSHEHB@SHNMG@RADDM
QDBDHUDC SGD@BSHUHSXL@XQDRTLD@ESDQþûC@XRNERTBGBDQSH
EHB@SHNM
ý 3GDCHRONRHSHNMNE@MCBNMSQNKNUDQ@MXBTKSTQ@KHSDLR
DWB@U@SDCNQQDLNUDCTMCDQSGHRRTARDBSHNMRG@KKADCDSDQ
LHMDC@ROQNUHCDCENQHMSGHRRDBSHNM
þ (ESGD2DBQDS@QXNESGD(MSDQHNQBNMRDMSR SGDQDRONM
RHAHKHSHDRHMVGNKDNQHMO@QS TMCDQO@Q@FQ@OGRü @MC
ý NESGD2DBQDS@QXNE@MXCDO@QSLDMSNSGDQSG@MSGD
#DO@QSLDMSNESGD(MSDQHNQ NQSGDGD@CNE@MXNSGDQ@FDMBX
NQHMRSQTLDMS@KHSXL@XADCDKDF@SDCSNSGD2DBQDS@QXVHSG
QDRODBSSN@MXK@MCL@M@FDCAXRTBGNSGDQ2DBQDS@QXNQ
@FDMBXGD@C

 53# E
2ELINQUISHMENT

D -NSGHMFHMSGHRRDBSHNMRG@KKOQDUDMSSGDFNUDQMHMFANCX
NE@M(MCH@MSQHADNQ-@SHUD'@V@HH@MNQF@MHY@SHNMEQNL
DWOQDRRKXQDKHMPTHRGHMFBNMSQNKNUDQ@MX-@SHUD LDQHB@M
GTL@MQDL@HMR NQSHSKDSNNQBNMSQNKNUDQ@MXETMDQ@QX
NAIDBS NQR@BQDCNAIDBS
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 53# 
)LLEGAL TRAFFICKING
IN .ATIVE !MERICAN
HUMAN REMAINS AND
CULTURAL ITEMS

2DBSHNMĀ
@ "G@OSDQĀþNESHSKDüă 4MHSDC2S@SDR"NCD HR@LDMCDCAX
@CCHMF@SSGDDMCSGDQDNESGDENKKNVHMFMDVRDBSHNM
2DBSHNMüüĂû
o@ 6GNDUDQJMNVHMFKXRDKKR OTQBG@RDR TRDRENQOQNEHS 
NQSQ@MRONQSRENQR@KDNQOQNEHS SGDGTL@MQDL@HMRNE@
-@SHUD LDQHB@MVHSGNTSSGDQHFGSNEONRRDRRHNMSNSGNRD
QDL@HMR@ROQNUHCDCHMSGD-@SHUD LDQHB@M&Q@UDR
/QNSDBSHNM@MC1DO@SQH@SHNM BSRG@KKADEHMDCHM@BBNQ
C@MBDVHSGSGHRSHSKD NQHLOQHRNMDCMNSLNQDSG@Müý
LNMSGR NQANSG @MCHMSGDB@RDNE@RDBNMCNQRTARD
PTDMSUHNK@SHNM ADEHMDCHM@BBNQC@MBDVHSGSGHRSHSKD NQ
HLOQHRNMDCMNSLNQDSG@MĀXD@QR NQANSG p
oA 6GNDUDQJMNVHMFKXRDKKR OTQBG@RDR TRDRENQOQNEHS 
NQSQ@MRONQSRENQR@KDNQOQNEHS@MX-@SHUD LDQHB@MBTK
STQ@KHSDLRNAS@HMDCHMUHNK@SHNMNESGD-@SHUD LDQHB@M
&Q@UD/QNSDBSHNM@MC1DO@SQH@SHNM BSRG@KKADEHMDCHM
@BBNQC@MBDVHSGSGHRSHSKD HLOQHRNMDCMNSLNQDSG@MNMD
XD@Q NQANSG @MCHMSGDB@RDNE@RDBNMCNQRTARDPTDMS
UHNK@SHNM ADEHMDCHM@BBNQC@MBDVHSGSGHRSHSKD HLOQHR
NMDCMNSLNQDSG@MĀXD@QR NQANSG p
A 3GDS@AKDNEBNMSDMSRENQBG@OSDQĀþNESHSKDüă 4MHSDC
2S@SDR"NCD HR@LDMCDCAX@CCHMF@SSGDDMCSGDQDNESGD
ENKKNVHMFMDVHSDL
oüüĂû (KKDF@K3Q@EEHBJHMFHM-@SHUD LDQHB@M'TL@M
1DL@HMR@MC"TKSTQ@K(SDLR p

 53# 
)NVENTORY FOR HUMAN
REMAINS AND ASSOCI
ATED FUNERARY OBJECTS

2DBSHNMÿ

 53# A
)N GENERAL

@ $@BG%DCDQ@K@FDMBX@MCD@BGLTRDTLVGHBGG@RONR
RDRRHNMNQBNMSQNKNUDQGNKCHMFRNQBNKKDBSHNMRNE-@SHUD
LDQHB@MGTL@MQDL@HMR@MC@RRNBH@SDCETMDQ@QXNAIDBSR
RG@KKBNLOHKD@MHMUDMSNQXNERTBGHSDLR@MC SNSGDDWSDMS
ONRRHAKDA@RDCNMHMENQL@SHNMONRRDRRDCAXRTBGLTRDTL
NQ%DCDQ@K@FDMBX HCDMSHEXSGDFDNFQ@OGHB@K@MCBTKSTQ@K
@EEHKH@SHNMNERTBGHSDL

 53# B
2EQUIREMENTS

A ü 3GDHMUDMSNQHDR@MCHCDMSHEHB@SHNMRQDPTHQDCTMCDQ
RTARDBSHNM@ NESGHRRDBSHNMRG@KKADn
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 BNLOKDSDCHMBNMRTKS@SHNMVHSGSQHA@KFNUDQMLDMS
@MC-@SHUD'@V@HH@MNQF@MHY@SHNMNEEHBH@KR@MCSQ@CHSHNM@K
QDKHFHNTRKD@CDQR
! BNLOKDSDCAXMNSK@SDQSG@MSGDC@SDSG@SHRĀXD@QR@ESDQ
-NUDLADQüā üĄĄû :SGDC@SDNEDM@BSLDMSNESGHR BS< @MC
" L@CD@U@HK@AKDANSGCTQHMFSGDSHLDSGDX@QDADHMF
BNMCTBSDC@MC@ESDQV@QCSN@QDUHDVBNLLHSSDDDRS@AKHRGDC
TMCDQRDBSHNMăNESGHR BS:ýĀ4 2 " þûûā<
ý 4ONMQDPTDRSAX@M(MCH@MSQHADNQ-@SHUD'@V@HH@M
NQF@MHY@SHNMVGHBGQDBDHUDRNQRGNTKCG@UDQDBDHUDCMNSHBD 
@LTRDTLNQ%DCDQ@K@FDMBXRG@KKRTOOKX@CCHSHNM@K@U@HK
@AKDCNBTLDMS@SHNMSNRTOOKDLDMSSGDHMENQL@SHNMQDPTHQDC
AXRTARDBSHNM@ NESGHRRDBSHNM 3GDSDQLoCNBTLDMS@
SHNMpLD@MR@RTLL@QXNEDWHRSHMFLTRDTLNQ%DCDQ@K
@FDMBXQDBNQCR HMBKTCHMFHMUDMSNQHDRNQB@S@KNFTDR QDKD
U@MSRSTCHDR NQNSGDQODQSHMDMSC@S@ENQSGDKHLHSDCOTQONRD
NECDSDQLHMHMFSGDFDNFQ@OGHB@KNQHFHM BTKSTQ@K@EEHKH@SHNM 
@MCA@RHBE@BSRRTQQNTMCHMF@BPTHRHSHNM@MC@BBDRRHNMNE
-@SHUD LDQHB@MGTL@MQDL@HMR@MC@RRNBH@SDCETMDQ@QX
NAIDBSRRTAIDBSSNSGHRRDBSHNM 2TBGSDQLCNDRMNSLD@M 
@MCSGHR BSRG@KKMNSADBNMRSQTDCSNAD@M@TSGNQHY@SHNM
ENQ SGDHMHSH@SHNMNEMDVRBHDMSHEHBRSTCHDRNERTBGQDL@HMR
@MC@RRNBH@SDCETMDQ@QXNAIDBSRNQNSGDQLD@MRNE@BPTHQHMF
NQOQDRDQUHMF@CCHSHNM@KRBHDMSHEHBHMENQL@SHNMEQNLRTBG
QDL@HMR@MCNAIDBSR
 53# C
%XTENSION OF TIME FOR
INVENTORY

B  MXLTRDTLVGHBGG@RL@CD@FNNCE@HSGDEENQSSNB@QQX
NTS@MHMUDMSNQX@MCHCDMSHEHB@SHNMTMCDQSGHRRDBSHNM ATS
VGHBGG@RADDMTM@AKDSNBNLOKDSDSGDOQNBDRR L@X@OOD@K
SNSGD2DBQDS@QXENQ@MDWSDMRHNMNESGDSHLDQDPTHQDLDMSRRDS
ENQSGHMRTARDBSHNMA ü ! NESGHRRDBSHNM 3GD2DBQDS@QXL@X
DWSDMCRTBGSHLDQDPTHQDLDMSRENQ@MXRTBGLTRDTLTONM@
EHMCHMFNEFNNCE@HSGDEENQS  MHMCHB@SHNMNEFNNCE@HSGRG@KK
HMBKTCDSGDCDUDKNOLDMSNE@OK@MSNB@QQXNTSSGDHMUDMSNQX
@MCHCDMSHEHB@SHNMOQNBDRR

 53# D
.OTIFICATION

C ü (ESGDBTKSTQ@K@EEHKH@SHNMNE@MXO@QSHBTK@Q-@SHUD
LDQHB@MGTL@MQDL@HMRNQ@RRNBH@SDCETMDQ@QXNAIDBSR
HRCDSDQLHMDCOTQRT@MSSNSGHRRDBSHNM SGD%DCDQ@K@FDMBX
NQLTRDTLBNMBDQMDCRG@KK MNSK@SDQSG@MāLNMSGR@ESDQ
SGDBNLOKDSHNMNESGDHMUDMSNQX MNSHEXSGD@EEDBSDC(MCH@M
SQHADRNQ-@SHUD'@V@HH@MNQF@MHY@SHNMR
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ý 3GDMNSHBDQDPTHQDCAXO@Q@FQ@OGü RG@KKHMBKTCD
HMENQL@SHNMn
 VGHBGHCDMSHEHDRD@BG-@SHUD LDQHB@MGTL@M
QDL@HMRNQ@RRNBH@SDCETMDQ@QXNAIDBSR@MCSGDBHQBTL
RS@MBDRRTQQNTMCHMFHSR@BPTHRHSHNM
! VGHBGKHRSRSGDGTL@MQDL@HMRNQ@RRNBH@SDCETM
DQ@QXNAIDBSRSG@S@QDBKD@QKXHCDMSHEH@AKD@RSNSQHA@KNQHFHM
@MC
" VGHBGKHRSRSGD-@SHUD LDQHB@MGTL@MQDL@HMR@MC
@RRNBH@SDCETMDQ@QXNAIDBSRSG@S@QDMNSBKD@QKXHCDMSHEH@AKD
@RADHMFBTKSTQ@KKX@EEHKH@SDCVHSGSG@S(MCH@MSQHADNQ-@SHUD
'@V@HH@MNQF@MHY@SHNM ATSVGHBG FHUDMSGDSNS@KHSXNEBHQ
BTLRS@MBDRRTQQNTMCHMF@BPTHRHSHNMNESGDQDL@HMRNQNAIDBSR 
@QDCDSDQLHMDCAX@QD@RNM@AKDADKHDESNADQDL@HMRNQNAIDBSR
BTKSTQ@KKX@EEHKH@SDCVHSGSGD(MCH@MSQHADNQ-@SHUD'@V@HH@M
NQF@MHY@SHNM
þ  BNOXNED@BGMNSHBDOQNUHCDCTMCDQO@Q@FQ@OGü 
RG@KKADRDMSSNSGD2DBQDS@QXVGNRG@KKOTAKHRGD@BGMNSHBD
HMSGD%DCDQ@K1DFHRSDQ
 53# E
$EFINITION OF
INVENTORY

D %NQSGDOTQONRDRNESGHRRDBSHNM SGDSDQLoHMUDMSNQXp
LD@MR@RHLOKDHSDLHYDCKHRSSG@SRTLL@QHYDRSGDHMENQL@
SHNMB@KKDCENQAXSGHRRDBSHNM

 53# 
3UMMARY FOR UNASSOCI
ATED FUNERARY OBJECTS
SACRED OBJECTS AND
CULTURAL PATRIMONY

2DBSHNMþ

 53# A
)N GENERAL

@ $@BG%DCDQ@K@FDMBXNQLTRDTLVGHBGG@RONRRDRRHNM
NQBNMSQNKNUDQGNKCHMFRNQBNKKDBSHNMRNE-@SHUD LDQHB@M
TM@RRNBH@SDCETMDQ@QXNAIDBSR R@BQDCNAIDBSR NQNAIDBSR
NEBTKSTQ@KO@SQHLNMXRG@KKOQNUHCD@VQHSSDMRTLL@QXNE
RTBGNAIDBSRA@RDCTONM@U@HK@AKDHMENQL@SHNMGDKCAXRTBG
@FDMBXNQLTRDTL 3GDRTLL@QXRG@KKCDRBQHADSGDRBNOD
NESGDBNKKDBSHNM JHMCRNENAIDBSRHMBKTCDC QDEDQDMBDSN
FDNFQ@OGHB@KKNB@SHNM LD@MR@MCODQHNCNE@BPTHRHSHNM@MC
BTKSTQ@K@EEHKH@SHNM VGDQDQD@CHKX@RBDQS@HM@AKD

 53# B
2EQUIREMENTS FOR THE
SUMMARY

A ü 3GDRTLL@QXQDPTHQDCTMCDQRTARDBSHNM@ NESGHR
RDBSHNMRG@KKADn


HMKHDTNE@MNAIDBS AX NAIDBSHMUDMSNQX

! ENKKNVDCAXBNMRTKS@SHNMVHSGSQHA@KFNUDQMLDMS
@MC-@SHUD'@V@HH@MNQF@MHY@SHNMNEEHBH@KR@MCSQ@CHSHNM@K
QDKHFHNTRKD@CDQR@MC
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" BNLOKDSDCAXMNSK@SDQSG@MSGDC@SDSG@SHRþXD@QR
@ESDQ-NUDLADQüā üĄĄû :SGDC@SDNEDM@BSLDMSNESGHR BS<
ý 4ONMQDPTDRS (MCH@M3QHADR@MC-@SHUD'@V@HH@M
NQF@MHY@SHNMRRG@KKG@UD@BBDRRSNQDBNQCR B@S@KNFTDR QDK
DU@MSRSTCHDRNQNSGDQODQSHMDMSC@S@ENQSGDKHLHSDCOTQ
ONRDRNECDSDQLHMHMFSGDFDNFQ@OGHBNQHFHM BTKSTQ@K@EEHKH@
SHNM @MCA@RHBE@BSRRTQQNTMCHMF@BPTHRHSHNM@MC@BBDRRHNM
NE-@SHUD LDQHB@MNAIDBSRRTAIDBSSNSGHRRDBSHNM 2TBG
HMENQL@SHNMRG@KKADOQNUHCDCHM@QD@RNM@AKDL@MMDQSNAD
@FQDDCTONMAX@KKO@QSHDR
 53# 
2EPATRIATION
 53# A
2EPATRIATION OF .AT
IVE !MERICAN HUMAN
REMAINS AND OBJECTS
POSSESSED OR CON
TROLLED BY &EDERAL
AGENCIES AND
MUSEUMS

2DBSHNMý
@ ü (E OTQRT@MSSNRDBSHNMĀNESGHR BS:ýĀ4 2 " þûûþ< SGD
BTKSTQ@K@EEHKH@SHNMNE-@SHUD LDQHB@MGTL@MQDL@HMR@MC
@RRNBH@SDCETMDQ@QXNAIDBSRVHSG@O@QSHBTK@Q(MCH@MSQHADNQ
-@SHUD'@V@HH@MNQF@MHY@SHNMHRDRS@AKHRGDC SGDMSGD%DCDQ@K
@FDMBXNQLTRDTL TONMSGDQDPTDRSNE@JMNVMKHMD@KCDRBDM
C@MSNESGD-@SHUD LDQHB@MNQNESGDSQHADNQNQF@MHY@SHNM
@MCOTQRT@MSSNRTARDBSHNMRA @MCD NESGHRRDBSHNM RG@KK
DWODCHSHNTRKXQDSTQMRTBGQDL@HMR@MC@RRNBH@SDCETMDQ@QX
NAIDBSR
ý (E OTQRT@MSSNRDBSHNMāNESGHR BS:ýĀ4 2 " þûûÿ< 
SGDBTKSTQ@K@EEHKH@SHNMVHSG@O@QSHBTK@Q(MCH@MSQHADNQ
-@SHUD'@V@HH@MNQF@MHY@SHNMHRRGNVMVHSGQDRODBSSN
TM@RRNBH@SDCETMDQ@QXNAIDBSR R@BQDCNAIDBSRNQNAIDBSRNE
BTKSTQ@KO@SQHLNMX SGDMSGD%DCDQ@K@FDMBXNQLTRDTL 
TONMSGDQDPTDRSNESGD(MCH@MSQHADNQ-@SHUD'@V@HH@M
NQF@MHY@SHNM@MCOTQRT@MSSNRTARDBSHNMRA B @MCD NE
SGHRRDBSHNM RG@KKDWODCHSHNTRKXQDSTQMRTBGNAIDBSR
þ 3GDQDSTQMNEBTKSTQ@KHSDLRBNUDQDCAXSGHR BSRG@KK
ADHMBNMRTKS@SHNMVHSGSGDQDPTDRSHMFKHMD@KCDRBDMC@MSNQ
SQHADNQNQF@MHY@SHNMSNCDSDQLHMDSGDOK@BD@MCL@MMDQNE
CDKHUDQXNERTBGHSDLR
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ÿ 6GDQDBTKSTQ@K@EEHKH@SHNMNE-@SHUD LDQHB@MGTL@M
QDL@HMR@MCETMDQ@QXNAIDBSRG@RMNSADDMDRS@AKHRGDCHM@M
HMUDMSNQXOQDO@QDCOTQRT@MSSNRDBSHNMĀNESGHR BS
:ýĀ4 2 " þûûþ< NQSGDRTLL@QXOTQRT@MSSNRDBSHNMāNE
SGHR BS:ýĀ4 2 " þûûÿ< NQVGDQD-@SHUD LDQHB@MGTL@M
QDL@HMR@MCETMDQ@QXNAIDBSR@QDMNSHMBKTCDCTONM@MX
RTBGHMUDMSNQX SGDM TONMQDPTDRS@MCOTQRT@MSSNRTARDB
SHNMRA @MCD NESGHRRDBSHNM@MC HMSGDB@RDNETM@RRNBH
@SDCETMDQ@QXNAIDBSR RTARDBSHNMB NESGHRRDBSHNM RTBG
-@SHUD LDQHB@MGTL@MQDL@HMR@MCETMDQ@QXNAIDBSRRG@KK
ADDWODCHSHNTRKXQDSTQMDCVGDQDSGDQDPTDRSHMF(MCH@MSQHAD
NQ-@SHUD'@V@HH@MNQF@MHY@SHNMB@MRGNVBTKSTQ@K@EEHKH@
SHNMAX@OQDONMCDQ@MBDNESGDDUHCDMBDA@RDCTONMFDN
FQ@OGHB@K JHMRGHO AHNKNFHB@K @QBG@DNKNFHB@K @MSGQNONKNFH
B@K KHMFTHRSHB ENKJKNQHB NQ@KSQ@CHSHNM@K GHRSNQHB@K NQNSGDQ
QDKDU@MSHMENQL@SHNMNQDWODQSNOHMHNM
Ā 4ONMQDPTDRS@MCOTQRT@MSSNRTARDBSHNMRA B @MC
D NESGHRRDBSHNM R@BQDCNAIDBSR@MCNAIDBSRNEBTKSTQ@K
O@SQHLNMXRG@KKADDWODCHSHNTRKXQDSTQMDCVGDQDn
 SGDQDPTDRSHMFO@QSXHRSGDCHQDBSKHMD@KCDRBDMC@MS
NE@MHMCHUHCT@KVGNNVMDCSGDR@BQDCNAIDBS
! SGDQDPTDRSHMF(MCH@MSQHADNQ-@SHUD'@V@HH@M
NQF@MHY@SHNMB@MRGNVSG@SSGDNAIDBSV@RNVMDCNQBNM
SQNKKDCAXSGDSQHADNQNQF@MHY@SHNMNQ
" SGDQDPTDRSHMF(MCH@MSQHADNQ-@SHUD'@V@HH@M
NQF@MHY@SHNMB@MRGNVSG@SSGDR@BQDCNAIDBSV@RNVMDCNQ
BNMSQNKKDCAX@LDLADQSGDQDNE OQNUHCDCSG@SHMSGDB@RD
VGDQD@R@BQDCNAIDBSV@RNVMDCAX@LDLADQSGDQDNE 
SGDQD@QDMNHCDMSHEH@AKDKHMD@KCDRBDMC@MSRNER@HCLDLADQ
NQSGDKHMD@KCDRBDMCDMSR TONMMNSHBD G@UDE@HKDCSNL@JD
@BK@HLENQSGDNAIDBSTMCDQSGHR BS
 53# B
3CIENTIFIC STUDY

A (ESGDKHMD@KCDRBDMC@MS (MCH@MSQHAD NQ-@SHUD
'@V@HH@MNQF@MHY@SHNMQDPTDRSRSGDQDSTQMNEBTKSTQ@KKX
@EEHKH@SDC-@SHUD LDQHB@MBTKSTQ@KHSDLR SGD%DCDQ@K
@FDMBXNQLTRDTLRG@KKDWODCHSHNTRKXQDSTQMRTBGHSDLR
TMKDRRRTBGHSDLR@QDHMCHRODMR@AKDENQBNLOKDSHNMNE@
RODBHEHBRBHDMSHEHBRSTCX SGDNTSBNLDNEVGHBGVNTKCAD
NEL@INQADMDEHSSNSGD4MHSDC2S@SDR 2TBGHSDLRRG@KKAD
QDSTQMDCAXMNK@SDQSG@MĄûC@XR@ESDQSGDC@SDNMVGHBG
SGDRBHDMSHEHBRSTCXHRBNLOKDSDC
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 53# C
3TANDARD FOR
REPATRIATION

B (E@JMNVMKHMD@KCDRBDMC@MSNQ@M(MCH@MSQHADNQ
-@SHUD'@V@HH@MNQF@MHY@SHNMQDPTDRSRSGDQDSTQMNE-@SHUD
LDQHB@MTM@RRNBH@SDCETMDQ@QXNAIDBSR R@BQDCNAIDBSRNQ
NAIDBSRNEBTKSTQ@KO@SQHLNMXOTQRT@MSSNSGHR BS@MCOQDR
DMSRDUHCDMBDVGHBG HERS@MCHMF@KNMDADENQDSGDHMSQNCTB
SHNMNEDUHCDMBDSNSGDBNMSQ@QX VNTKCRTOONQS@EHMCHMF
SG@SSGD%DCDQ@K@FDMBXNQLTRDTLCHCMNSG@UDSGDQHFGSNE
ONRRDRRHNM SGDMRTBG@FDMBXNQLTRDTLRG@KKQDSTQMRTBG
NAIDBSRTMKDRRHSB@MNUDQBNLDRTBGHMEDQDMBD@MCOQNUD
SG@SHSG@R@QHFGSNEONRRDRRHNMSNSGDNAIDBSR

 53# D
3HARING OF INFORMA
TION BY &EDERAL AGEN
CIES AND MUSEUMS

C  MX%DCDQ@K@FDMBXNQLTRDTLRG@KKRG@QDVG@SHMENQ
L@SHNMHSCNDRONRRDRRQDF@QCHMFSGDNAIDBSHMPTDRSHNM
VHSGSGDJMNVMKHMD@KCDRBDMC@MS (MCH@MSQHAD NQ-@SHUD
'@V@HH@MNQF@MHY@SHNMSN@RRHRSHML@JHMF@BK@HLTMCDQ
SGHRRDBSHNM

 53# E
#OMPETING CLAIMS

D 6GDQDSGDQD@QDLTKSHOKDQDPTDRSRENQQDO@SQH@SHNMNE@MX
BTKSTQ@KHSDL@MC @ESDQBNLOKXHMFVHSGSGDQDPTHQDLDMSRNE
SGHR BS SGD%DCDQ@K@FDMBXNQLTRDTLB@MMNSBKD@QKXCDSDQ
LHMDVGHBGQDPTDRSHMFO@QSXHRSGDLNRS@OOQNOQH@SDBK@HL@MS 
SGD@FDMBXNQLTRDTLL@XQDS@HMRTBGHSDLTMSHKSGDQDPTDRS
HMFO@QSHDR@FQDDTONMHSRCHRONRHSHNMNQSGDCHROTSDHRNSGDQ
VHRDQDRNKUDCOTQRT@MSSNSGDOQNUHRHNMRNESGHR BSNQAX@
BNTQSNEBNLODSDMSITQHRCHBSHNM

 53# F
-USEUM OBLIGATION

E  MXLTRDTLVGHBGQDO@SQH@SDR@MXHSDLHMFNNCE@HSG
OTQRT@MSSNSGHR BSRG@KKMNSADKH@AKDENQBK@HLRAX@M
@FFQHDUDCO@QSXNQENQBK@HLRNEAQD@BGNEEHCTBH@QXCTSX 
OTAKHBSQTRS NQUHNK@SHNMRNERS@SDK@VSG@S@QDHMBNMRHRSDMS
VHSGSGDOQNUHRHNMRNESGHR BS

 53# 
2EVIEW COMMITTEE

2DBSHNMü

 53# A
%STABLISHMENT

@ 6HSGHMüýûC@XR@ESDQ-NUDLADQüā üĄĄû SGD2DBQDS@QX
RG@KKDRS@AKHRG@BNLLHSSDDSNLNMHSNQ@MCQDUHDVSGD
HLOKDLDMS@SHNMNESGDHMUDMSNQX@MCHCDMSHEHB@SHNMOQNBDRR
@MCQDO@SQH@SHNM@BSHUHSHDRQDPTHQDCTMCDQRDBSHNMRĀ ā@MCĂ
NESGHR BS:ýĀ4 2 " þûûþ þûûÿ @MCþûûĀ<
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 53# B
#OMMITTEE
MEMBERSHIP

A ü 3GD"NLLHSSDDDRS@AKHRGDCTMCDQRTARDBSHNM@ NE
SGHRRDBSHNMRG@KKADBNLONRDCNEĂLDLADQR
 þNEVGNLRG@KKAD@OONHMSDCAXSGD2DBQDS@QX
EQNLMNLHM@SHNMRRTALHSSDCAX(MCH@MSQHADR -@SHUD
'@V@HH@MNQF@MHY@SHNMR @MCSQ@CHSHNM@K-@SHUD LDQHB@M
QDKHFHNTRKD@CDQRVHSG@SKD@RSýNERTBGODQRNMRADHMFSQ@CH
SHNM@K(MCH@MQDKHFHNTRKD@CDQR
! þNEVGNLRG@KKAD@OONHMSDCAXSGD2DBQDS@QXEQNL
MNLHM@SHNMRRTALHSSDCAXM@SHNM@KLTRDTLNQF@MHY@SHNMR
@MCRBHDMSHEHBNQF@MHY@SHNMR@MC
" üVGNRG@KKAD@OONHMSDCAXSGD2DBQDS@QXEQNL
@KHRSNEODQRNMRCDUDKNODC@MCBNMRDMSDCSNAX@KKNESGD
LDLADQR@OONHMSDCOTQRT@MSSNRTAO@Q@FQ@OGR @MC!
ý 3GD2DBQDS@QXL@XMNS@OONHMS%DCDQ@KNEEHBDQRNQ
DLOKNXDDRSNSGDBNLLHSSDD
þ (MSGDDUDMSU@B@MBHDRRG@KKNBBTQ RTBGU@B@MBHDRRG@KK
ADEHKKDCAXSGD2DBQDS@QXHMSGDR@LDL@MMDQ@RSGDNQHFH
M@K@OONHMSLDMSVHSGHMĄûC@XRNESGDNBBTQQDMBDNERTBG
U@B@MBX
ÿ ,DLADQRNESGDBNLLHSSDDDRS@AKHRGDCTMCDQRTARDB
SHNM@ NESGHRRDBSHNMRG@KKRDQUDVHSGNTSO@X ATSRG@KKAD
QDHLATQRDC@S@Q@SDDPT@KSNSGDC@HKXQ@SDENQ&2 üăNESGD
&DMDQ@K2BGDCTKDENQD@BGC@XHMBKTCHMFSQ@UDKSHLD ENQ
VGHBGSGDLDLADQHR@BST@KKXDMF@FDCHMBNLLHSSDDATRH
MDRR $@BGLDLADQRG@KKQDBDHUDSQ@UDKDWODMRDR HMBKTCHMF
ODQCHDLHMKHDTNERTARHRSDMBD HM@BBNQC@MBDVHSGRDBSHNMR
ĀĂûý@MCĀĂûþNESHSKDĀ:4MHSDC2S@SDR"NCD<

 53# C
#OMMITTEE
RESPONSIBILITIES

B 3GDBNLLHSSDDDRS@AKHRGDCTMCDQRTARDBSHNM@ NESGHR
RDBSHNMRG@KKADQDRONMRHAKDENQn
ü CDRHFM@SHMFNMDNESGDLDLADQRNESGDBNLLHSSDD@R
BG@HQL@M
ý LNMHSNQHMFSGDHMUDMSNQX@MCHCDMSHEHB@SHNMOQNBDRR
BNMCTBSDCTMCDQRDBSHNMRĀ@MCāNESGHR BS:ýĀ4 2 " þûûþ
@MCþûûÿ<SNDMRTQD@E@HQ NAIDBSHUDBNMRHCDQ@SHNM@MC@RRDRR
LDMSNE@KK@U@HK@AKDQDKDU@MSHMENQL@SHNM@MCDUHCDMBD
þ TONMSGDQDPTDRSNE@MX@EEDBSDCO@QSX QDUHDVHMF@MC
L@JHMFEHMCHMFRQDK@SDCSNn
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!3 !-%.$%$
4HIS !CT BECAME LAW ON .OVEMBER   0UBLIC ,AW    53#  ET SEQ
AND HAS BEEN AMENDED TWICE 4HIS DESCRIPTION OF THE !CT AS AMENDED TRACKS THE LAN
GUAGE OF THE 5NITED 3TATES #ODE EXCEPT THAT FOLLOWING COMMON USAGE WE REFER TO THE
h!CTv MEANING THE !CT AS AMENDED RATHER THAN TO THE hSUBCHAPTERv OR THE hTITLEv OF
THE #ODE
 53# 
$EFINITIONS

2DBSHNMĂ
%NQOTQONRDRNESGHR BS SGDSDQLn
ü oATQH@KRHSDpLD@MR@MXM@STQ@KNQOQDO@QDCOGXRHB@K
KNB@SHNM VGDSGDQNQHFHM@KKXADKNV NM NQ@ANUDSGDRTQE@BD
NESGDD@QSG HMSNVGHBG@R@O@QSNESGDCD@SGQHSDNQBDQD
LNMXNE@BTKSTQD HMCHUHCT@KGTL@MQDL@HMR@QDCDONRHSDC
ý oBTKSTQ@K@EEHKH@SHNMpLD@MRSG@SSGDQDHR@QDK@SHNM
RGHONERG@QDCFQNTOHCDMSHSXVGHBGB@MADQD@RNM@AKX
SQ@BDCGHRSNQHB@KKXNQOQDGHRSNQHB@KKXADSVDDM@OQDRDMSC@X
(MCH@MSQHADNQ-@SHUD'@V@HH@MNQF@MHY@SHNM@MC@MHCDMSH
EH@AKDD@QKHDQFQNTO
þ oBTKSTQ@KHSDLRpLD@MRGTL@MQDL@HMR@MCn
 o@RRNBH@SDCETMDQ@QXNAIDBSRpVGHBGRG@KKLD@M
NAIDBSRSG@S @R@O@QSNESGDCD@SGQHSDNQBDQDLNMXNE@
BTKSTQD @QDQD@RNM@AKXADKHDUDCSNG@UDADDMOK@BDCVHSG
HMCHUHCT@KGTL@MQDL@HMRDHSGDQ@SSGDSHLDNECD@SGNQ
K@SDQ @MCANSGSGDGTL@MQDL@HMR@MC@RRNBH@SDCETMDQ
@QXNAIDBSR@QDOQDRDMSKXHMSGDONRRDRRHNMNQBNMSQNKNE
@%DCDQ@K@FDMBXNQLTRDTL DWBDOSSG@SNSGDQHSDLR
DWBKTRHUDKXL@CDENQATQH@KOTQONRDRNQSNBNMS@HMGTL@M
QDL@HMRRG@KKADBNMRHCDQDC@R@RRNBH@SDCETMDQ@QXNAIDBSR
! oTM@RRNBH@SDCETMDQ@QXNAIDBSRpVGHBGRG@KK
LD@MNAIDBSRSG@S @R@O@QSNESGDCD@SGQHSDNQBDQDLNMXNE
@BTKSTQD @QDQD@RNM@AKXADKHDUDCSNG@UDADDMOK@BDCVHSG
HMCHUHCT@KGTL@MQDL@HMRDHSGDQ@SSGDSHLDNECD@SGNQK@SDQ 
VGDQDSGDQDL@HMR@QDMNSHMSGDONRRDRRHNMNQBNMSQNKNESGD
%DCDQ@K@FDMBXNQLTRDTL@MCSGDNAIDBSRB@MADHCDMSHEHDC
AX@OQDONMCDQ@MBDNESGDDUHCDMBD@RQDK@SDCSNRODBHEHB
HMCHUHCT@KRNQE@LHKHDRNQSNJMNVMGTL@MQDL@HMRNQ AX
@OQDONMCDQ@MBDNESGDDUHCDMBD @RG@UHMFADDMQDLNUDC
EQNL@RODBHEHBATQH@KRHSDNE@MHMCHUHCT@KBTKSTQ@KKX@EEHKH@SDC
VHSG@O@QSHBTK@Q(MCH@MSQHAD
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 53# G
$UTIES OF THE
3ECRETARY REGULATIONS
AND ADMINISTRATIVE
SUPPORT

F 3GD2DBQDS@QXRG@KKn

 53# H
!NNUAL REPORT TO
#ONGRESS

G 3GDBNLLHSSDDDRS@AKHRGDCTMCDQRTARDBSHNM@ NESGHR
RDBSHNMRG@KKRTALHS@M@MMT@KQDONQSSNSGD"NMFQDRRNM
SGDOQNFQDRRL@CD @MC@MXA@QQHDQRDMBNTMSDQDC HMHLOKD
LDMSHMFSGHRRDBSHNMCTQHMFSGDOQDUHNTRXD@Q

 53# I
#OMMITTEE
TERMINATION

H 3GDBNLLHSSDDDRS@AKHRGDCTMCDQRTARDBSHNM@ NESGHR
RDBSHNMRG@KKSDQLHM@SD@SSGDDMCNESGDüýû C@XODQHNC
ADFHMMHMFNMSGDC@XSGD2DBQDS@QXBDQSHEHDR HM@QDONQS
RTALHSSDCSN"NMFQDRR SG@SSGDVNQJNESGDBNLLHSSDDG@R
ADDMBNLOKDSDC

 53# 
0ENALTY ASSESSMENT
MUSEUMS

2DBSHNMû

 53# A
0ENALTY

 53# B
!MOUNT OF PENALTY

ü DRS@AKHRGRTBGQTKDR@MCQDFTK@SHNMRENQSGDBNLLHS
SDD@RL@XADMDBDRR@QX @MC
ý OQNUHCDQD@RNM@AKD@CLHMHRSQ@SHUD@MCRS@EERTOONQS
MDBDRR@QXENQSGDCDKHADQ@SHNMRNESGDBNLLHSSDD

@  MXLTRDTLSG@SE@HKRSNBNLOKXVHSGSGDQDPTHQDLDMSR
NESGHR BSL@XAD@RRDRRDC@BHUHKODM@KSXAXSGD2DBQDS@QX
NESGD(MSDQHNQOTQRT@MSSNOQNBDCTQDRDRS@AKHRGDCAXSGD
2DBQDS@QXSGQNTFGQDFTK@SHNM  ODM@KSX@RRDRRDCTMCDQSGHR
RTARDBSHNMRG@KKADCDSDQLHMDCNMSGDQDBNQC@ESDQNOONQ
STMHSXENQ@M@FDMBXGD@QHMF $@BGUHNK@SHNMTMCDQSGHRRTA
RDBSHNMRG@KKAD@RDO@Q@SDNEEDMRD
A 3GD@LNTMSNE@ODM@KSX@RRDRRDCTMCDQRTARDBSHNM
@ NESGHRRDBSHNMRG@KKADCDSDQLHMDCTMCDQQDFTK@SHNMR
OQNLTKF@SDCOTQRT@MSSNSGHR BS S@JHMFHMSN@BBNTMS HM
@CCHSHNMSNNSGDQE@BSNQRn
ü SGD@QBG@DNKNFHB@K GHRSNQHB@K NQBNLLDQBH@KU@KTDNE
SGDHSDLHMUNKUDC
ý SGDC@L@FDRRTEEDQDC ANSGDBNMNLHB@MCMNMDBN
MNLHB AX@M@FFQHDUDCO@QSX @MC
þ SGDMTLADQNEUHNK@SHNMRSG@SG@UDNBBTQQDC
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 53# C
,EGAL ACTIONS TO
RECOVER PENALTIES

B (E@MXLTRDTLE@HKRSNO@X@M@RRDRRLDMSNE@BHUHKODM
@KSXOTQRT@MSSN@EHM@KNQCDQNESGD2DBQDS@QXSG@SG@RADDM
HRRTDCTMCDQRTARDBSHNM@ NESGHRRDBSHNM@MCMNS@OOD@KDC
NQ@ESDQ@EHM@KITCFLDMSG@RADDMQDMCDQDCNM@OOD@KNE
RTBGNQCDQ SGD SSNQMDX&DMDQ@KL@XHMRSHSTSD@BHUHK@BSHNM
HM@M@OOQNOQH@SDCHRSQHBSBNTQSNESGD4MHSDC2S@SDRSNBNK
KDBSSGDODM@KSX (MRTBG@BSHNM SGDU@KHCHSX@MC@LNTMSNE
RTBGODM@KSXRG@KKMNSADRTAIDBSSNQDUHDV

 53# D
!UTHORITY TO ISSUE
SUBPOENAS

C (MGD@QHMFRGDKCOTQRT@MSSNRTARDBSHNM@ NESGHRRDB
SHNM RTAONDM@RL@XADHRRTDCENQSGD@SSDMC@MBD@MCSDR
SHLNMXNEVHSMDRRDR@MCSGDOQNCTBSHNMNEQDKDU@MSO@ODQR 
ANNJR @MCCNBTLDMSR 6HSMDRRDRRNRTLLNMDCRG@KKAD
O@HCSGDR@LDEDDR@MCLHKD@FDSG@S@QDO@HCSNVHSMDRRDRHM
SGDBNTQSRNESGD4MHSDC2S@SDR

 53# 
'RANTS

2DBSHNMăĄ

 53# A
'RANTS TO )NDIAN TRIBES
AND .ATIVE (AWAIIAN
ORGANIZATIONS

@ 3GD2DBQDS@QXHR@TSGNQHYDCSNL@JDFQ@MSRSN(MCH@M
SQHADR@MC-@SHUD'@V@HH@MNQF@MHY@SHNMRENQSGDOTQONRDNE
@RRHRSHMFRTBGSQHADR@MCNQF@MHY@SHNMRHMSGDQDO@SQH@SHNMNE
-@SHUD LDQHB@MBTKSTQ@KHSDLR

 53# B
'RANTS TO MUSEUMS

A 3GD2DBQDS@QXHR@TSGNQHYDCSNL@JDFQ@MSRSNLTRDTLR
ENQSGDOTQONRDNE@RRHRSHMFSGDLTRDTLRHMBNMCTBSHMFSGD
HMUDMSNQHDR@MCHCDMSHEHB@SHNMQDPTHQDCTMCDQRDBSHNMRĀ@MC
āNESGHR BS:ýĀ4 2 " þûûþ@MCþûûÿ<

 53# 
,IMITATIONS ON APPLY
ING THE !CT

2DBSHNMăă
-NSGHMFHMSGHR BSRG@KKADBNMRSQTDCSNn
ü KHLHSSGD@TSGNQHSXNE@MX%DCDQ@K@FDMBXNQLTRDTLSNn
 QDSTQMNQQDO@SQH@SD-@SHUD LDQHB@MBTKSTQ@KHSDLR
SN(MCH@MSQHADR -@SHUD'@V@HH@MNQF@MHY@SHNMR NQHMCH
UHCT@KR @MC
! DMSDQHMSN@MXNSGDQ@FQDDLDMSVHSGSGDBNMRDMSNE
SGDBTKSTQ@KKX@EEHKH@SDCSQHADNQNQF@MHY@SHNM@RSNSGDCHRON
RHSHNMNE NQBNMSQNKNUDQ HSDLRBNUDQDCAXSGHR BS
ý CDK@X@BSHNMRNMQDO@SQH@SHNMQDPTDRSRSG@S@QDODMC
HMFNM-NUDLADQüā üĄĄû
þ CDMXNQNSGDQVHRD@EEDBS@BBDRRSN@MXBNTQS
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ÿ KHLHS@MXOQNBDCTQ@KNQRTARS@MSHUDQHFGSVGHBGL@X
NSGDQVHRDADRDBTQDCSNHMCHUHCT@KRNQ(MCH@MSQHADRNQ
-@SHUD'@V@HH@MNQF@MHY@SHNMRNQ
Ā KHLHSSGD@OOKHB@SHNMNE@MX2S@SDNQ%DCDQ@KK@VODQ
S@HMHMFSNSGDESNQRSNKDMOQNODQSX
 53# 
3PECIAL RELATIONSHIP
BETWEEN THE &EDERAL
'OVERNMENT AND
)NDIAN TRIBES AND
.ATIVE (AWAIIAN
ORGANIZATIONS

2DBSHNMăĂ

 53# 
2EGULATIONS

2DBSHNMăā

 53# 
!UTHORIZATION OF
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National NAGPRA
ND Native American Graves Protection and Repatriation Act, 25 U.S.C. 3001 et seq.,
NAGPRA Full Text. National Park Service, U.S. Department of the Interior. (Online):
http://www.nps.gov/nagpra/MANDATES/INDEX.HTM Accessed: 09/15/2013.
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